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Abstract

We have developed an agent-based computer simulation framework
(PathSim2) capable of modeling overall human immune system dynamics, with a
focus on local cellular interactions within lymphatic tissue. Our simulation predicts
that the generation and maintenance of both a naive primary follicle and an
activated secondary follicle containing a germinal center (GC) can be explained
by the action of chemotaxis-driven competition for space within the dense cellular
environment of the lymph node. Specifically, the simulation predicts that
chemotaxis-driven competition is sufficient to generate, as emergent behavior,
biologically accurate GC behavior at both the macro (self organizing structure
formation and anatomy, including the creation of light, dark and mantle zones)
and single cell (movement dynamics, including the characteristic “persistent
random walk” and inter-zonal crossing behaviors) levels. For the first time we
provide an explanation for the underlying mechanism responsible for driving the
previously unexplained and complex “persistent random walk” motion of GC Bcells. The key insight of our study is that chemotaxis can only generate these
behaviors if movement is regulated by the incompressibility of cells competing for
space within the densely packed environment of the GC. We validate the model
by successfully predicting the experimentally observed movement behavior from
intra-vital studies reported by three separate groups. This is the first complete
analysis and comparison of these data and demonstrates that they are, for the
most part, fully consistent with each other. Lastly, we show that these data can
all be accommodated and explained by a new model of GC dynamics termed the
ii

“modified cyclic re-entry” model. In addition to local cellular interactions,
PathSim2

generates

physiological

whole-body

lymphocyte

populations.

Lymphocytes circulate between the blood and lymphatic system pools where
they compete for limited survival resources. This encapsulated model is sufficient
to recapitulate experimentally observed population dynamics. Thus, PathSim2
serves as a complete framework from which to study infection and its effect on
the entire immune system. Our long-term goal is to use this simulation framework
to model the dynamics of Epstein-Barr virus infection and persistence.
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Section I: Introduction
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Chapter 1
Historic Overview

The immunologists’ fascination with germinal centers (GCs) began nearly
130 years ago, in 1884. Walther Flemming, a professor of anatomy at the
University of Kiel (Germany), first observed cell division within the follicles of
lymph nodes. He speculated that these structures were the primary sites of
lymphocyte production, naming them “Germinal Centers” (“Keimzentren”). A halfcentury of GC research would continue before this original hypothesis was finally
refuted, though the true function of GCs remained elusive for some time
(reviewed in (Nieuwenhuis and Opstelten, 1984)).
In the late 1950’s, the clonal selection theory, put forth by Burnet based on
early work by Ehrlich and Jerne, speculated that B-cells each have unique
antigen specificity. Furthermore, there exists a large repertoire of unique B-cells
that are capable of responding to cognate antigen. Antigen serves to stimulate,
and clonally select, these pre-existing B-cells (Burnet, 1959; Lederberg, 1959;
Talmage, 1959). A few years later, work by Eisen and Siskind demonstrated that
after immunization, the affinity of serum antibodies specific for that antigen
increased over time (Eisen and Siskind, 1964). This process, now known as
affinity maturation, is driven by somatic hypermutation (SHM), a mechanism that
introduces changes into the antibody structure (Rajewsky, 1996). Although it was
long known that GCs formed in response to antigen, the true function of the GC
was not uncovered until 1991, when work from two independent laboratories
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demonstrated that the GC is, in fact, the site of SHM and affinity maturation
(Berek et al., 1991; Jacob et al., 1991b). This was accomplished by analyzing
DNA sequences from individual cells from the same GC. GC B-cells were shown
to be clonally related and contained mutated antibody DNA indicative of SHM.
In 1994, MacLennan compiled and put forth what is now known as the
classical model of GC dynamics (MacLennan, 1994). The GC is defined
histologically by the presence of two discrete zones, the light (LZ) and dark (DZ)
zones. These zones were believed to be functionally distinct, with proliferation
occurring in the DZ and antigen selection and differentiation occurring in the LZ.
A later extension of this model, termed the cyclic re-entry model, predicted that
antigen-selected LZ cells would recycle back to the DZ and divide, as a means to
propagate high affinity cells and drive efficient affinity maturation (Kepler and
Perelson, 1993; Oprea and Perelson, 1997). A more recent model of GC
dynamics, termed the intra-zonal circulation model, has challenged the view that
proliferation and antigen selection are restricted to the DZ and LZ, respectively
(Hauser et al., 2007a; Hauser et al., 2007b). This model predicts that selection
and proliferation occur in both zones, and that exchange between the two zones
is a rare event.
Over the years, the methods used to study GCs have been limited to the
technology available at the time. Thus, for many years descriptive histology, such
as that pioneered by Flemming, was the primary tool available. Researchers
were forced to infer the dynamics of evolving, three-dimensional GCs from static,
two-dimensional images of a single moment in time. Nevertheless, as a
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testament to the ingenuity of scientists, much was learned about GCs through
the application of these methods. In particular, advances in cellular and
molecular biology, combined with the wide-spread use of mouse models, allowed
the development of highly detailed and controlled experiments that could then be
examined by both descriptive histology and other more quantitative techniques
(e.g., PCR, flow cytometry). While a tremendous amount of insight has been
garnered from these approaches, it still remained essential to analyze the cellular
dynamics of a living GC, and to put to test all of the theories derived from the
analysis of two-dimensional images.
In the last 5 years, intra-vital microscopy advanced to the point where it
was finally possible to image GCs from within living mice. By labeling GC B-cells
with fluorescent proteins, it was possible to track their movement and interactions
over time. Initial reports examined the movement of a subset of cells within the
GC for short periods of time (30 min – 1 hr). The view into the GC was restricted
by an imaging window, effectively capturing the dynamics in a cross-sectional
slice of the GC. However, this was sufficient to provide enough data for a
detailed analysis of the movement behavior of GC B-cells (Allen et al., 2007b;
Hauser et al., 2007a; Schwickert et al., 2007). Interpretation of this movement
behavior has led to conflicting results, supporting both the cyclic re-entry model
and the intra-zonal model of GC dynamics. This conflict was recently addressed
in a follow-up paper by Schwickert et al. (Victora et al., 2010), which employed
state of the imaging technology that allowed for visualization of an entire GC (as
opposed to a cross-section imposed by an imaging window) for much longer time
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periods than previously possible (up to ~8 hr). These authors confirmed and
supplemented the findings from the initial reports, and ultimately demonstrated
the existence of a cyclic re-entry dynamics in vivo.
Remarkably, despite over a century of active research coupled with
unprecedented scientific progress, much of the underlying biology behind the GC
reaction (GCR) remains a mystery. Flemming’s seminal observations raised the
first questions and sparked the investigation into GC dynamics that remains at
the forefront of immunological research today.
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Chapter 2
Lymphocyte Population Dynamics

2.1

Immune system overview
Lymphocytes originate from stem-cell progenitors in the bone marrow.

After undergoing selection to remove highly auto-reactive cells, lymphocytes
enter the peripheral circulation. Generally speaking, lymphocytes circulate
throughout the body, navigating the blood and lymphatic system, and monitoring
various tissues. Their primary function is to serve as the body’s defense system
against infection and, in some instances, disease (e.g., cancer) (Janeway et al.,
2005).
The average adult human has approximately 500 x 109 lymphocytes in his
body. The blood, which is the most common source of lymphocytes for ex vivo
analysis, only contains ~2% of total lymphocytes. The primary lymphatic system,
which is comprised of the bone marrow and the thymus, contains ~20% of
lymphocytes. Contrary to popular belief amongst immunologists, the majority of
lymphocytes do not reside in the gut, which comprises only ~10% of total
lymphocytes (combined Peyer’s patches and gut lamina propria). While the
spleen contains an impressive ~14% of lymphocytes, the majority (~39%) exist
within the peripheral lymph nodes. The remaining 14% exist in non-lymphoid
organs, most notably with ~6% residing within the lung (Blum and Pabst, 2007;
Ganusov and De Boer, 2007).
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Lymphocytes exist in two broad classes, B-cells and T-cells. B-cells
develop in the bone marrow and each expresses a unique antigen-specific
receptor, the B-cell receptor (BCR). B-cells are involved in the generation of
antibodies, or immunoglobulins (Igs), that constitute the backbone of the humoral
immune response. There are multiple classes, or isotypes, of antibodies, each
associated with different effector functions. These include IgM, IgD, IgG, IgA, and
IgE (as well as some additional sub-classes within the isotopes). One common
measure of classification amongst different B-cell subsets is the surface
expression of the various Ig isotypes (discussed further below). However, all
peripheral B-cells express CD19+, and in humans with the exception of plasma
cells, CD20+ (Janeway et al., 2005).
There are two basic subsets of B-cells in the periphery, B1 and B2. B1
cells are derived from the fetal liver and, while originally identified in mice as
CD5+,

have

more

recently

been

classified

in

humans

as

CD20+CD27+CD43+CD70- (Griffin et al., 2011). These cells have a restricted
repertoire, produce serum antibody and natural auto-antibody, and are believed
to play a role in the defense against bacterial infection (Baumgarth, 2011). The
B1 cell population is relatively small (~5% of peripheral B-cells), does not
participate in the classically described GC, and will not be discussed further.
The B2 cell population includes transitional B-cells, naive B-cells, memory
B-cells, plasma cells, and marginal zone B-cells. Transitional B-cells (IgM+IgD-)
are newly generated immature B-cells that have recently left the bone marrow
and will compete for entrance into the naive compartment. Naive B-cells
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(IgM+IgD+) constitute the majority of peripheral B-cells and circulate throughout
the body in search of cognate antigen. Plasma cells (Ig-CD38+) are terminally
differentiated effector B-cells whose sole purpose is to secrete large quantities of
antibodies. Memory B-cells (classically described in humans as IgG/A/E+CD27+)
are generated in GCs, and thus are antigen-experienced lymphocytes. Upon restimulation with antigen (and in conjunction with cognate help from T-cells),
memory B-cells proliferate and differentiate into plasma cells. Thus, memory Bcells provide long-lived immunological memory. Finally, marginal zone B-cells
(IgM+CD27+), classically found in the marginal zone of the spleen but also
present in lymph nodes, are long-lived, and play a role in responding to bloodborne pathogens. Marginal zone B-cells may constitute as much as half of the
CD27+ B-cells in the spleen and the peripheral blood, although it is not clear if
this is truly a homogenous population. Indeed, while classically described
marginal zone B-cells were not thought to participate in the GC reaction (GCR),
more recent experiments indicate that IgM+CD27+ B-cells are able to form GCs
and undergo SHM in response to antigen (Allman and Pillai, 2008; Janeway et
al., 2005; Pillai et al., 2005; Tangye and Tarlinton, 2009). For the remainder of
this thesis, the specific dynamics of marginal zone B-cells will not be discussed,
and they will be included in the larger memory B-cell peripheral population.
T-cells develop in the thymus, are CD3+, and, like B-cells, also express an
antigen-specific receptor, the T-cell receptor (TCR). However, unlike the BCR
that recognizes a free three-dimensional antigen, the TCR recognizes a small
antigen fragment (linear peptide) presented in the context of the self surface
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molecule known as major histocompatibility complex (MHC). T-cells can be split
into two main populations, CD4+ and CD8+. CD4 T-cells provide important
cognate signals to B-cells that are necessary for the development and
maintenance of the humoral response. The main function of CD8 T-cells is to
drive cell-mediated immunity by the specific killing of infected cells. Note that
some CD4 T-cells can also indirectly participate in the cell-mediated immune
response by providing stimulatory signals to other cells, such as macrophages.
Similar to B-cells, T-cells can be broadly classified as naive, effector and memory
(discussed further below). (Janeway et al., 2005).
Antigens, and the general immune response, can be described based on
the requirement of T-cells for successful B-cell activation. Thymus-dependent
(TD) antigens are protein-derived and require T-cell delivered cognate signals for
the activation of B-cells. Individuals that lack a thymus do not have T-cells, and
thus cannot respond to TD antigens. The TD response leads to the formation of
GCs, and the production of memory B-cells and plasma cells (discussed in detail
below). Thymus-independent (TI) antigens, in contrast, can activate B-cells
directly, without any positive signals from T-cells. TI antigens are generally not
proteins

and

typically

include

microbial-derived

molecules

such

as

polysaccharides. TI antigens can activate B-cells by stimulating bacterial sensing
receptors (TI-1 antigens) or by highly cross-linking the BCR with a repeating
polysaccharide antigen (TI-2 antigens) (Janeway et al., 2005).
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2.2

Transitional / Naive B-cells
Peripheral B-cells can be broken down into long-lived and short-lived

populations. Most peripheral B-cells (~90%) are long-lived, with around 1-2%
dying each day. To maintain homeostasis, this long-lived population must be
replenished by cells from the short-lived population (Janeway et al., 2005;
MacLennan, 1998). The short-lived population (~10% of peripheral B-cells)
contains transitional B-cells. B-cell precursors are continually produced by
hematopoietic stem cells in the bone marrow, where the microenvironment
produced by local stromal cells aids in their development. Within the bone
marrow, developing B-cells undergo immunoglobulin gene rearrangements,
ultimately generating a BCR with unique specificity. Upon successful gene
rearrangement (that does not produce a strongly self-reactive or non-functional
BCR), B-cells leave the bone marrow as functionally immature cells (Rajewsky,
1996; von Boehmer and Melchers, 2010). From murine studies, the daily output
of immature B-cells is roughly 5-10% of the total B-cell population (Allman et al.,
1993; Bazin et al., 1985; Opstelten and Osmond, 1983). In the periphery, these
immature B-cells are known as transitional cells and are relatively short-lived,
with a half-life of about 2-4 days (Janeway et al., 2005; MacLennan, 1998;
Osmond, 1993).
Upon leaving the bone marrow, immature B-cells enter the spleen as
transitional cells, and compete for selection into the mature naive comportment.
Selection is an active process that takes place over multiple stages and requires
signaling through the BCR and access into a lymphoid follicle (Allman et al.,
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2001; Levine et al., 2000; Loder et al., 1999). In humans, it appears that selection
into the mature compartment may not be restricted to the spleen, as transitional
cells can also be found in the peripheral blood (Sims et al., 2005). Nonetheless,
under normal homeostatic conditions it is thought that most transitional B-cells
(~70-90%) fail to become selected and die (Allman et al., 2001; Allman et al.,
1993). However, during conditions of mature B-cell depletion, it is thought that all
of these cells are capable of being selected into the naive compartment (Bazin et
al., 1985; MacLennan, 1998).
Mature naive B-cells constitute the majority of the long-lived population,
with a half-life of 3-8 weeks (Forster and Rajewsky, 1990; Macallan et al., 2005;
MacLennan, 1998). Naive B-cell survival, while known to be reliant on tonic
(antigen-independent) BCR signaling, also depends on access to the cytokine B
lymphocyte stimulator (BLyS, also known as B-cell activating factor (BAFF))
(Harless et al., 2001; Treml et al., 2009). In vitro, in the absence of BLyS, resting
naive B-cells have a mean lifespan of ~3 days. Binding BLyS, however,
attenuates apoptosis and greatly prolongs B-cell survival. BLyS accomplishes
this, in part, by regulating the apoptotic B-cell lymphoma 2 (Bcl-2) family proteins
(Do et al., 2000).

2.3

Memory B-cells
Based on estimates from peripheral blood, mature naive B-cells occupy

~2/3 of the long-lived population and the remainder is largely comprised of
CD27+ memory B-cells (Chong et al., 2005; Klein et al., 1998; Perez-Andres et
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al., 2010). While there are some alternate routes into the memory compartment,
classically described memory B-cells are products of the germinal center (GC)
reaction (reviewed in (Tarlinton, 2006)). Thus, these cells have undergone SHM
and affinity maturation. While individual memory B-cells may have shorter lifetimes, a memory response can be maintained for many years. For example,
analysis of patients immunized for smallpox indicated that serum antibody levels
can remain stable for up to ~75 years after initial vaccination (Hammarlund et al.,
2003).
Memory B-cell survival has been speculated to be regulated, in part, by
homeostatic proliferation (Bernasconi et al., 2002; Lanzavecchia et al., 2006).
Homeostatic proliferation is division in the absence of cognate antigen, and may
be induced by microbial products or limited non-specific activation by T-cells (bystander help). Initial experiments in mice lead to the observation that non-specific
serum antibody increased after recall immunization; this was interpreted as
evidence for the activation of unrelated memory B-cells via bystander help
(Bernasconi et al., 2002). Indeed, more recent in vivo labeling experiments have
shown that the memory B-cell compartment undergo a low basal level of division
per day (~2%) (Macallan et al., 2005; Wirths and Lanzavecchia, 2005). The role
of BLyS in regulating the memory B-cell compartments is not entirely clear.
Memory B-cells, despite expressing high levels of TACI (a BLyS receptor), do not
seem to be reliant on BLyS for survival (Benson et al., 2008; Scholz et al., 2008).
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2.4

Plasma cells
Plasma cells can be separated into short-lived and long-lived populations

(Ho et al., 1986; Medina et al., 1997; Smith et al., 1996). Classification between
these two compartments is achieved by analyzing the expression of the plasma
cell transcription factor B lymphocyte-induced maturation protein 1 (Blimp-1)
(Kallies et al., 2004). Intermediate expression is indicative of the short-lived,
plasma cell population in the blood, while high expression defines long-lived
resident populations in the bone marrow. (Note that both short-lived and longlived populations are found in lymphatic tissue, including the spleen). BLyS has
been suggested to be involved in regulating the long-lived plasma cell
compartment, although it may not be absolutely required (Benson et al., 2008).
Entrance into the long-lived compartment is believed to be regulated by
competition for a limited survival niche, in which older plasma cells must be
displaced for new cells to enter (reviewed in (Radbruch et al., 2006)). This
competition is believed to be dependent on the expression of chemokine receptor
CXCR4, as its ligand CXCL12 supports plasma cell survival ex vivo (Cassese et
al., 2003). Within the bone marrow, plasma cells are in close proximity to
CXCL12-expressing stromal cells (Tokoyoda et al., 2004). However, the ability to
migrate towards CXCL12 is restricted to newly created plasma cells (Hauser et
al., 2002; Wehrli et al., 2001). This suggests that the long-lived population loses
the ability to follow the CXCL12 gradient, yet maintains sensitivity to CXCL12induced survival signals. Thus, it was speculated that newly created plasma cells
may be able to physically displace older long-lived plasma cells by competing for
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limited CXCL12. Indeed, during a secondary immunization, non-specific longlived plasma cells can be found in the blood (Odendahl et al., 2005). The timing
of their arrival in the blood coincides with the release of new bone marrowhoming plasma cells from lymphoid organs (day 6-7 after immunization),
suggesting that the non-specific plasma cells in the blood may be the displaced
losers of competition for a survival niche in the bone marrow.

2.5

Naive T-cells
CD4 and CD8 T-cells in the periphery can be divided into three very broad

populations: naive, effector, and memory. Naive T-cells develop in the thymus
from bone marrow-derived progenitors in a multi-step process that largely
depends on signaling through the Notch1 receptor (reviewed in (Yashiro-Ohtani
et al., 2010)). Development involves stages of both positive and negative
selection, in which the T-cell receptor (TCR) is tested for its ability to recognize
self-peptide in the context of MHC in (reviewed in (Starr et al., 2003; von
Boehmer and Melchers, 2010)). The transcription factor autoimmune regulator
(AIRE) contributes to negative selection by inducing the expression of tissuespecific antigens within the thymus (Anderson et al., 2002). In the absence of
AIRE, mice develop autoimmune disease similar to that seen in humans
(Ramsey et al., 2002).
In contrast to the naive B-cell population, the production of naive T-cells
does not depend on the current population size. Thymic emigration is constant
(in young adults) and, in primate models, is only ~0.32% and 0.21% per day of
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CD4 and CD8 T-cells (Arron et al., 2005). Like B-cells, competition for resources
controls the overall size and turnover of T-cell populations. In the periphery,
naive T-cells depend on both competition for cytokines and ability to weakly
recognize self peptide-MHC complexes (reviewed in (Mahajan et al., 2005;
Takada and Jameson, 2009)). IL-7 in particular is crucial for naive T-cell vitality,
and supports prolonged survival of T-cells in vitro (Vella et al., 1997) and in vivo
(Schluns et al., 2000; Tan et al., 2001; Vivien et al., 2001).

2.6

Effector T-cells
There are multiple effector sub-types of CD4 and CD8 T-cells, and a

thorough review is beyond the scope of this thesis. Briefly, CD4 T-cells consist of
multiple classes of “helper” T-cells, most notably the classically defined Th1 and
Th2 subtypes. Th1 cells produce the inflammatory cytokine IFN-γ and classically
aid in the killing of intracellular organisms, while Th2 cells produce a range of
cytokines (IL-4, IL-5 and IL-13) that help control extracellular infection. Please
note that there are exceptions to these classic descriptions, and they are not
absolute (e.g., the extracellular pathogen B. burgdorferi stimulates a strong Th1
response (Liu et al., 2004)). More recently, additional sub-types have been
characterized including follicular helpers (provide the necessary cognate help
needed for the development of the humoral immune response), Th17 (produce
IL-17 and are involved in the resolution of extracellular infection) and regulatory
T-cells (Treg; various sub-types, most notably the classically defined Treg that
expresses the transcription factor Foxp3 and is involved in suppressing effector
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cells, which acts to fine-tune the immune response). Commitment to the various
lineages largely depends on cytokine signaling (reviewed in (Zhou et al., 2009)).
Effector CD8 T-cells are known as cytotoxic lymphocytes (CTLs), and as
mentioned above, are involved in cell-mediated immunity by the specific killing of
infected cells. CTLs primarily kill infected cells by the controlled release of
cytotoxic granules, which include the protein perforin and proteases known as
granzymes. Perforin forms a pore within the target cell, facilitating the delivery of
granzymes. Granzymes are able to initiate apoptosis in target cells, by promoting
the activation of the cell death proteases known as caspases (reviewed in
(Cullen et al., 2010)). As with effector CD4 T-cells, there are various CTL subtypes (e.g., Tc1, Tc2, Tc17 and possibly Tcreg) and the specific effector
phenotype is shaped by signals, such as cytokines, received during activation
(reviewed in (Arens and Schoenberger, 2010; Carter and Dutton, 1996; Shrikant
et al., 2010)).

2.7

Memory T-cells
Memory T-cells can be classified as effector memory and central memory.

Effector memory T-cells are long-lived, circulate to peripheral tissues and can
quickly respond to antigen. However, they do not proliferate extensively, and
their role is believed to orchestrate an immediate response. Central memory are
also long-lived, but in contrast to effector memory, they home to lymph nodes
and in response to antigen, they proliferate and differentiate into effector cells
(reviewed in (Lanzavecchia and Sallusto, 2005; Lefrancois and Marzo, 2006)).
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In the periphery, memory T-cell maintenance is regulated, in part, by
homeostatic proliferation. Like B-cell memory, T-cell memory can persist for the
lifetime of an individual. IL-7 and IL-15 are important cytokines for CD8 memory
T-cell survival and proliferation (Stemberger et al., 2009). CD4 memory T-cells, in
contrast, depend on TCR- and MHC-delivered signals, though cytokines also
likely play a role (Lees and Farber, 2010).
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Chapter 3
Primary Follicle Structure

3.1

Overview
Within peripheral lymph nodes, lymphocytes are organized into two

distinct anatomical regions. B-cells exist mainly within follicles, while T-cells
migrate throughout the extrafollicular region, also known as the paracortex or Tcell zone (reviewed in (von Andrian and Mempel, 2003)). Stromal cells have an
integral role in generating and maintaining this anatomy, providing both structural
(e.g., tissue integrity) and functional (e.g., influencing lymphocyte homing, motility
and activation) support within lymphatic tissue (reviewed in (Mueller and
Germain, 2009)).

3.2

Follicle / FDCs
B-cell follicles are structurally defined by a network of radiation resistant

stromal cells known as follicular dendritic cells (FDCs) (Gonzalez et al., 1998;
Kinet-Denoel et al., 1982). While the details of FDC development are still unclear,
it is known that tumor necrosis factor (TNF) and lymphotoxin (LT) are required for
FDC maturation (Muller et al., 1996). Furthermore, ongoing interactions with Bcells expressing membrane LT are essential for the maintenance of the FDC
network (Fu and Chaplin, 1999). Follicles can exist in either a primary (naive) or
secondary (activated) state, the latter containing further differentiated FDCs
(Allen and Cyster, 2008). In both conditions FDCs produce CXCL13, which
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attracts B-cells via CXCR5 (Cyster et al., 2000; Gunn et al., 1998; Legler et al.,
1998). Functional expression of both CXCR5 and CXCL13 are necessary for
complete follicular development within secondary lymphoid organs, as well as the
correct localization of B-cells within lymph nodes (Ansel et al., 2000; Forster et
al., 1996). In addition to chemokine production, FDCs are involved in displaying
antigen via complement receptor (CD35/21) dependent binding of immune
complexes. While there still is debate as to the absolute requirement of FDCdisplayed immune complexes in generating a normal immune response, their
retention in the GC suggests that they likely play a role in the response to some
antigens (Allen and Cyster, 2008; Chen et al., 2000; Haberman and Shlomchik,
2003; Hannum et al., 2000; Wu et al., 2000).

3.3

Extra-follicular region / FRCs
The extrafollicular region is populated with a network of fibroblastic

reticular cells (FRCs) that, like FDCs, are radiation resistant stromal cells. FRCs
are major producers of CCL21 and CC19, both of which are ligands for CCR7
(Luther et al., 2000; Willimann et al., 1998; Yoshida et al., 1997). CCR7
expression is required for lymphocyte entrance into, and localization within,
lymph nodes, and for coordinating B- and T-cell interactions required for a TD
immune response (Forster et al., 1999). In addition, within the lymph node FRCs
are the main source of IL-7, which is crucial for naive T-cell survival (Link et al.,
2007). FRCs produce and encase collagen fibers, forming an extensive conduit
network throughout the extrafollicular region. This conduit network allows for the
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selective flow of low molecular weight molecules from the afferent lymph through
the lymph node (Anderson and Shaw, 1993; Gretz et al., 2000). Recent studies
have also demonstrated the existence of a FDC-sheathed conduit network
similar to that of the extrafollicular region, suggesting an alternative route for
soluble antigen delivery in the absence of immune complex deposition (Bajenoff
and Germain, 2009; Pape et al., 2007; Roozendaal et al., 2009).

3.4

Lymphocyte recruitment and movement
Lymphocytes enter peripheral lymph nodes via high endothelial venules

(HEVs) located in the extrafollicular region, in a process that depends on
adhesion molecules L-selectin and lymphocyte function-associated antigen 1
(LFA-1) (Warnock et al., 1998), and chemokines CCL21, CCL19, and, to a lesser
extent, CXCL13 (Okada et al., 2002; Stein et al., 2000; Warnock et al., 2000). Bcells then migrate to the follicle, actively pursuing the CXCL13 gradient. T-cells
migrate to the extrafollicular region, driven by chemotaxis towards CCL21/19
(reviewed in (Germain et al., 2008)). Intra-vital imaging experiments from the
Germain laboratory provided evidence that lymphocyte movement within the
lymph node is facilitated by interactions with the stromal networks (Bajenoff et al.,
2006). Both B- and T-cells were shown to exit HEVs and associate directly with
the FRC network. T-cell movement was restricted to the FRC network within the
extrafollicular region, while B-cells traveled on the FRC network en route to the
FDC network within the follicle. Lymphocytes were found to be highly associated
with the stromal fibers, and turns corresponded to branch points in the stromal
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network, leading these authors to speculate that movement via these stromal
“roads” generated the apparent random movement behavior previously observed
by T-cells in vivo (Miller et al., 2003; Miller et al., 2002).
Naive lymphocytes remain within the lymph node for ~12-24 hours before
actively exiting the tissue via the efferent lymphatics (reviewed in (Schwab and
Cyster, 2007)). Egress is dependent on the chemokine sphingosine-1-phosphate
(S1P) and the regulated expression of its receptor (S1P1) (Matloubian et al.,
2004). In mice, lymphocytes that lack S1P1 accumulate within secondary lymph
nodes, but are absent from the blood and lymph. S1P is actively produced in
both the blood and lymph, and this production is required for normal lymphocyte
entrance into these compartments (Pappu et al., 2007). Interestingly, in order to
keep the S1P concentration low within lymph nodes, S1P lyase expression is
required (Schwab et al., 2005). This enzyme degrades S1P, thus maintaining a
gradient that leads out of the tissue and facilitating lymphocyte egress.
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Chapter 4
Germinal Center

4.1

Overview
Germinal centers (GCs) are dynamic sites of B-cell movement,

proliferation and death formed within lymphoid tissue in response to TD antigens.
A successful GC reaction (GCR) is required for the optimal development of
plasma cells, memory B-cells and high-affinity antibodies, and thus is an
essential component of the adaptive immune response (reviewed in (Allen et al.,
2007a; Hauser et al., 2007b)). In mice lacking GCs, affinity maturation is
impaired, but not entirely abolished (Futterer et al., 1998; Matsumoto et al.,
1996). It has been suggested that the continued low level of affinity maturation in
the absence of GCs may, in part, be due to immunization methods that result in
the persistence of antigen (Wang et al., 2000).

4.2

GC initiation and expansion
The development of GCs involves the carefully choreographed movement

of multiple cell types coupled with the rapid expansion and selection of antigenspecific B-cells. As discussed above, organization of a primary naive follicle is
mediated by chemotaxis. Similarly, initiation of a TD response is also driven by
chemotaxis, as activated B-cells and T-cells migrate directionally to the B/T-cell
boundary where they undergo antigen-specific interactions (Okada et al., 2005;
Reif et al., 2002). These interactions ultimately give rise a small number of GC
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founder B-cells that then move, by chemotaxis, into the B-cell follicle where they
proliferate rapidly for ~3 days (termed the initial expansion phase) (Jacob et al.,
1991a; Liu et al., 1991b). The regulated expression of chemokine receptor
Epstein-Barr virus-induced gene 2 (EBI2) has been shown to be directly involved
in B-cell migration to the B/T-cell boundary and back into the follicle to initiate the
GC (Gatto et al., 2009; Pereira et al., 2009). It should be noted that a recent
study suggests that GC founder B-cell expansion originates from the perimeter of
the follicle, before the cells completely move into the follicle (Coffey et al., 2009).
However, it is still clear that the GC founder B-cells move into and fill the follicle
as the expansion phase progresses.

4.3

GC anatomy
As the GC develops, naive B-cells are displaced from within a secondary

follicle by proliferating GC B-cells (Camacho et al., 1998; Jacob et al., 1991a; Liu
et al., 1991b). This dislocation results in a characteristic structure around the GC
termed the mantle zone (MZ) that consists of densely packed naive B-cells.
Although the MZ structure is defined and naive B-cells are separate from the GC,
the border is in fact dynamic (Allen et al., 2007b; Schwickert et al., 2007). There
is no physical barrier restricting naive B-cells from entering the GC and limited
numbers of naive B-cells have been observed crossing this interface. It has more
recently been shown that this limited entrance of non-specific naive B-cells into a
GC may help drive affinity maturation, as they are involved in transporting
antigen-loaded immune complexes (Phan et al., 2009).
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At the end of the expansion phase the GC resolves into discrete zones
termed the light (LZ) and dark (DZ) zones, marking the entrance into the next,
competitive phase of the GCR where cells display highly regulated migration as
they undergo expansion, selection, and death. These zones are named after
their appearance in histological sections. The DZ is densely packed with large,
dividing cells while the LZ contains smaller cells within a dense FDC network
(MacLennan, 1994). In an activated secondary follicle, FDCs within the LZ also
become activated and up-regulate inter-cellular adhesion molecule 1 (ICAM-1)
and vascular cell adhesion protein 1 (VCAM-1) (Balogh et al., 2002; Koopman et
al., 1991). This activated state can be induced by immune complex binding to
FcγRIIB (El Shikh et al., 2006). Much less is known about the FDCs in the DZ,
aside from the observation that they produce CXCL12 (Allen et al., 2004; Allen
and Cyster, 2008). In these same experiments, Allen et al. demonstrated that the
CXCL12/CXCR4 chemotaxis pathway is indispensible for correct GC polarization
and LZ/DZ formation. CXCR4-deficient mice have GCs that lack a DZ, and LZ
FDCs fill up the entire GC. However, research has indicated that CXCR4deficient mice are still able to generate a normal TD response, questioning the
necessity and function of zonal segregation (Nie et al., 2004). Nevertheless, it is
clear that under normal conditions, mature GCs are highly ordered structures,
with a characteristic anatomy consisting of a MZ surrounding the LZ and DZ.
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4.4

Classical model of GC dynamics
In the classical GC model, first compiled by MacLennan, the proliferating

founder B-cells differentiate into centroblasts and centrocytes, which occupy the
DZ and LZ, respectively (MacLennan, 1994). As defined by this model,
centroblasts proliferate and undergo SHM (Berek et al., 1991; Jacob et al.,
1991b) and class switch recombination (CSR), both of which are facilitated by the
expression of activated-induced cytidine deaminase (AID). SHM is the process
that alters B-cell receptor specificity and ultimately drives affinity maturation
(Rajewsky, 1996). CSR is the process by which a B-cell changes the isotype of
its secreted antibody (Kracker and Durandy, 2011; Press and Klinman, 1973).
AID expression is largely restricted to B-cells within GCs (Muramatsu et al.,
1999), and it is required for both SHM and CSR (Muramatsu et al., 2000).
Furthermore, additional histological studies suggest that AID expression is
localized to the DZ and largely absent from the LZ (Cattoretti et al., 2006; Greiner
et al., 2005; Moldenhauer et al., 2006).
In the LZ, centrocytes compete for access to antigen and T-cell help, both
of which provide signals that are required for survival. Early in vitro experiments
indicated that centrocytes quickly undergo apoptosis in culture, and that this
could be slowed by signaling through both the BCR and CD40 (Liu et al., 1989).
CD40 is a member of the TNF-receptor superfamily, first characterized on B-cells
(Paulie et al., 1985). Early work described a co-stimulatory role for CD40,
suggesting that it served to augment activation of B-cells (Clark and Ledbetter,
1986; Ledbetter et al., 1987). It was later discovered that signaling through CD40
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via interaction with CD40 ligand (CD40L) was essential for a functional T-cell
dependent response (reviewed in (van Kooten and Banchereau, 2000)). This
become evident after it was discovered that X-linked Hyper-IgM syndrome in
humans was due to a natural defect in CD40L (Allen et al., 1993; Aruffo et al.,
1993; DiSanto et al., 1993; Korthauer et al., 1993). This disease is characterized
by normal to elevated levels of serum IgM and low to absent IgG, IgA and IgE.
These initial findings were later validated in both CD40L (Renshaw et al., 1994;
Xu et al., 1994) and CD40 (Kawabe et al., 1994) deficient mice, which all
suffered from skewed serum antibody levels, absence of GCs, and failure to
generate TD antibody responses. Additionally, administering anti-CD40L to
developing and established GCs results in their quick termination, highlighting
the central role played by CD40-CD40L interactions within the GCR (Han et al.,
1995a). Finally, as further evidence in support of this model, CD40L in the
context of IL-4 and IL-10 is sufficient to drive proliferation and CSR of naive Bcells in vitro (Tangye et al., 2002).
Binding antigen within the LZ serves two separate, but related, functions.
The first is signaling through the BCR, which delivers activating signals to the Bcell. Early models suggested that the binding strength of antigen may distinguish
the fate of the selected B-cell, and positive selection within the LZ was controlled
by signaling through the BCR (Tarlinton and Smith, 2000). The second, and
perhaps more important, consequence of antigen binding is the acquisition of
antigen via receptor internalization, which can then be processed and presented
on MHC-II for presentation to T-cells (Lanzavecchia, 1985; Rock et al., 1984). T-
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cell help provides essential signals required for GC B-cell survival, positive
selection and the progression of the GCR (discussed further below).
Recent work from the Nussenzweig lab separated these two functions of
antigen binding, and demonstrated that T-cell help is indeed a limiting selection
step during the GCR (Victora et al., 2010). In this study, in addition to standard
immunization, the authors also delivered antigen to GC B-cells in a non-specific
fashion by targeting the antigen directly to MHC processing compartments, thus
bypassing the necessity for BCR-dependent acquisition of antigen. Targeted
cells quickly accumulated in the DZ, indicating they had been selected by T-cells
in the LZ, while non-targeted cells were retained in the LZ; this suggested that
competition for T-cells was a rate limiting step in the GCR. Furthermore, targeted
B-cells developed into short-lived plasma cells but failed to show signs of affinity
maturation. The authors concluded that under the conditions of equal T-cell help,
the antigen-affinity of the BCR alone was not sufficient to drive selection of high
affinity clones. However, while these results clearly indicated an integral role for
T-cell help in the LZ selection process, it is important to not dismiss the
importance of normal BCR-dependent antigen acquisition. Signaling through the
BCR leads to up-regulation of various proteins that, aside from promoting B-cell
survival, facilitate antigen presentation and interaction with T-cells (Fruman et al.,
2002; Glynne et al., 2000; Zhu et al., 2004). In addition, high affinity B-cells will
have a competitive advantage when competing for limiting antigen, and will
therefore be better suited to receive T-cell help (Depoil et al., 2005). Thus, under
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normal conditions, both antigen binding and T-cell help are required steps during
selection within the LZ.

4.5

Follicular T-helper cells
Within the GC, follicular T-helper cells are an important source of cognate

stimulation signals, including CD40L (reviewed in (Linterman and Vinuesa,
2010)). Follicular T-helper cells are a distinct class of CD4 T-cells, with a different
transcriptional profile than conventional Th1/Th2 cells (Chtanova et al., 2004).
These cells express CXCR5 (receptor for CXCL13), localize to follicles, and
support antibody production (Breitfeld et al., 2000; Kim et al., 2001). Indeed,
CXCR5 expression is required for follicular T-helper entrance into the LZ (Arnold
et al., 2007), while down-regulation of CCR7 (receptor for CCL21/19) is
necessary to leave the extrafollicular zone (Haynes et al., 2007). In addition to
chemokine receptor expression, follicular T-helper entrance requires expression
of signaling lymphocyte activation molecule-associated protein (SAP), which is
required for stable interactions with B-cells at the follicle border (Qi et al., 2008).
As a whole, these studies indicate that follicular T-helper recruitment to the LZ is
required for an optimal GCR. Indeed, the importance of follicular T-helper cells
was confirmed by a recent study that captured B-T-cell conjugates interacting
with each other within a lymph node responding to infection (Reinhardt et al.,
2009). These authors found that follicular T-helpers were the sole source of IL-4
in this tissue, and that B-cells within the B-T-cell conjugates exhibited increased
CSR and SHM. These results indicated that positively selected B-cells interact
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stably with follicular T-helpers, and suggested that these interactions where the
source of the positive selection signals.

4.6

Cell death in the GC
Similar to the positive selection by antigen and T-cell help, negative

selection by apoptosis is an important aspect of the GCR. As mentioned
previously, early in vitro experiments indicated that centrocytes quickly undergo
apoptosis in culture, and that this can be slowed by signaling through both the
BCR and CD40 (Liu et al., 1989). Additionally, direct contact with FDCs was
shown to support GC B-cell survival in vitro (Lindhout et al., 1993), in a process
dependent on B-cell expression of LFA-1 and very late antigen-4 (VLA-4), and on
FDC expression of ICAM-1 and VCAM-1 (which bind LFA-1 and VLA-4,
respectively) (Koopman et al., 1994). These results suggest that GC B-cells
undergo apoptosis as a default pathway (negative selection), and that positive
selection and signals from FDCs can rescue them from this fate. Indeed, pieces
of apoptotic cells that have recently been in cell cycle are found within
macrophages of GCs (MacLennan, 1994). Furthermore, GC B-cells have been
observed to undergo apoptosis in both the LZ and the DZ (Allen et al., 2007b;
Hardie et al., 1993).
Initial experiments demonstrated that GC B-cells do not express Bcl-2, a
protein involved in the inhibition of apoptosis, and that B-cell activation leads to
Bcl-2 induction (Liu et al., 1991a). Mice that transgenically over-express Bcl-2
have reduced apoptosis in GCs and increased survival of low affinity memory B-
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cells and plasma cells (Smith et al., 2000). Previous work with mice that overexpress the related protein Bcl-xL also reported reduced apoptosis in GCs, and
noted impaired affinity maturation due to the increased presence of low affinity
plasma cells (Takahashi et al., 1999). More recently another Bcl-2 family
member, the induced myeloid leukemia cell differentiation protein (MCL1), has
been shown to be the main anti-apoptotic regulator of GC B-cell survival and is
absolutely required for the formation and maintenance of GCs (Vikstrom et al.,
2010).
GC B-cells express increased levels of Fas receptor (CD95) as compared
to naive B-cells (Yoshino et al., 1994). Signaling through this receptor leads to
the activation of caspases, culminating in apoptosis. Activation of GC B-cells
through CD40 signaling induces Fas receptor expression, and subsequent
signaling through this receptor induces apoptosis in vitro (Choe et al., 1996;
Garrone et al., 1995). Furthermore, the rapid GC B-cell apoptosis that is
observed in vitro was demonstrated to occur via the Fas pathway, though in a
ligand-independent manner (Hennino et al., 2001). However, despite this, mice
deficient for the Fas receptor underwent normal affinity maturation in response to
immunization and displayed typical GC kinetics, suggesting that the Fas receptor
does not play an integral role in the negative selection of GC B-cells in vivo
(Smith et al., 1995). It is worth noting, though, that a follow-up study concluded
that Fas does have some affect on clonal selection in vivo, as mice deficient in
the Fas receptor have an ongoing accumulation of heavily mutated B-cells in the
memory compartment, as compared to normal mice (Takahashi et al., 2001).
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Interestingly, administration of soluble antigen is also known to induce
apoptosis of GC B-cells, and is Fas independent (Han et al., 1995b; Pulendran et
al., 1995; Shokat and Goodnow, 1995). This phenomenon is unique for GC Bcells, as similar conditions induce proliferation of naive and memory B-cells
(Galibert et al., 1996), and may represent a tolerance mechanism. Finally, other
recent potential regulators of GC apoptosis include AID (Zaheen et al., 2009),
Notch signaling (Yoon et al., 2009), and the programmed death 1 (PD-1)
pathway (Good-Jacobson et al., 2010).

4.7

GC output: memory B-cells and plasma cells
As discussed earlier, traditionally described memory B-cells and plasma

cells are products of the GC reaction, though alternate routes into these
compartments exist (Tarlinton, 2006; Toyama et al., 2002; Tunyaplin et al., 2004;
Ye et al., 1997). The signals that control the fate of a selected GC B-cell are not
completely understood, although BCR signaling and antigen affinity are believed
to play a role (reviewed in (Tarlinton and Smith, 2000; Yoshida et al., 2010)). The
first indication that BCR affinity may play a role in determining GC B-cell fate
arose from analyzing the affinity of memory B-cells and plasma cells over time
after immunization (Smith et al., 1997). Early in the immune response, the longlived plasma cell population is enriched for high affinity cells with a low number of
mutations. The low number of mutations suggests that they arose early in the
response and were selected into the plasma cell compartment, presumably
because of their high affinity. More recent work supports these findings, in which
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fluorescently labeled post-GC plasma cells were shown to be enriched for high
affinity cells early in the immune response, as compared to GC B-cells (Phan et
al., 2006). However, additional studies have demonstrated that plasma and GC
B-cell populations both contain cells with a wide range of antigen affinity early in
the immune response, suggesting that affinity is not the sole factor driving
differentiation (Dal Porto et al., 1998). Additionally, transgenic B-cells that display
very low affinity for antigen are capable of forming GCs and entering the memory
compartment, when competition from higher affinity cells is removed (Dal Porto
et al., 2002); this further suggests that antigen affinity alone doesn’t decide cell
fate. Furthermore, as discussed above, these findings do not exclude an integral
role for T-cell help in driving differentiation fate, as increased antigen affinity
would likely result in increased antigen binding and presentation, and thus, lead
to an increased level of T-cell help. Therefore, memory B-cell and plasma cell
differentiation is likely a complex process guided by a combination of BCR affinity
for antigen and the quantity/quality of signals delivered from T-cells that together
determine the fate of a selected B-cell.
B-cell lymphoma 6 protein (Bcl-6) is a transcriptional repressor that is
required for GC formation. Bcl-6 deficient mice lack GCs and show no signs of
affinity maturation (Dent et al., 1997; Toyama et al., 2002; Ye et al., 1997).
Targets of Bcl-6 expression include genes involved in activation, division (cell
cycle control) and differentiation to plasma cells (Shaffer et al., 2000; Tunyaplin
et al., 2004). Despite much research, researchers have still not been able to
identify a specific transcriptional program that controls memory B-cell
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differentiation (Good-Jacobson and Shlomchik, 2010). However, differentiation
into plasma B-cells relies on the transcription factor Blimp-1 (reviewed in (Oracki
et al., 2010)). Expression of Blimp-1 is required for plasma cell development
(Shapiro-Shelef et al., 2003) and survival (Shapiro-Shelef et al., 2005) in vivo.
Blimp-1 acts, in part, by repressing Bcl-6 and the paired box protein Pax-5 (B-cell
transcription factor) (Lin et al., 2002; Shaffer et al., 2002). Interestingly, the
Blimp-1 mediated repression of Pax-5 removes pre-existing Pax-5 repression of
XBP-1, a protein needed for plasma cell development (Reimold et al., 2001).

4.8

Cyclic re-entry model
The cyclic re-entry GC model, first proposed by Kepler and Perelson, is an

extension of the classical model and specifies that centroblasts differentiate into
centrocytes and migrate to the LZ (Kepler and Perelson, 1993). In this model,
positively selected centrocytes recycle back into centroblasts and return to the
DZ, thereby completing one cell cycle. Alternatively, they can differentiate further
and leave the GC as output (plasma cells and memory B-cells). While the initial
Kepler-Perelson model invoked multiple rounds of division after positive selection
as a means to expand selected B-cells, later versions allowed true exchange
between zones after each round of division (Oprea and Perelson, 1997).
Selection was proposed after each round of division (round of SHM) to explain
how B-cells were able to achieve significantly mutated high-affinity BCRs. Most
mutations to the BCR will reduce antigen affinity or damage BCR structure.
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Selection after each round of division was argued to be necessary to generate
efficient affinity maturation with the kinetics observed in vivo (Oprea et al., 2000).

4.9

Intra-vital imaging of GC dynamics
Recently, advances in intra-vital imaging have provided insight into the

cellular dynamics of GC B-cells (Allen et al., 2007b; Hauser et al., 2007a;
Schwickert et al., 2007). At the single cell level it has been observed that, despite
the densely packed environment, B-cells in the GC are extremely motile and
undergoing a characteristic movement behavior that has been termed “persistent
random walk” (Figge et al., 2008). This involves movement in a relatively straight
path (persistence) for a brief period of time (~1-2 min), before turning in an
arbitrary direction. Over longer periods of time (~10 min), the resulting movement
appears to be random (random walk). This behavior resembled that of T-cell
movement within intact lymph nodes that had first been presented by Miller et al.
in a series of seminal lymphocyte motility papers (Miller et al., 2003; Miller et al.,
2002).
All of the groups that used intra-vital imaging to analyze GCs observed
that while GC B-cells are highly motile, they are confined to the GC. Furthermore,
the majority of naive B-cells are excluded from the GC and remain in the MZ,
although there is no barrier physically restricting their movement. Hauser et al.
further separated GC B-cells into two groups based on their overall
displacement. Stationary cells were classified as GC B-cells that had a total
displacement of less than 15 µm from their origin, over the course of a 1 hr
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imaging session. Motile cells, on the other hand, displaced greater than 15 µm. It
should be noted however, that “stationary” cells weren’t really stationary, and
displayed similar velocity to the motile population; potentially, a cell may travel
great distances only to return back to the origin, resulting in a low total
displacement. After manual inspection of these tracks, Hauser et al. indicated
that some of the cells did remain within a restricted radius over the entire 1 hr
session, but this was not the case for all of the “stationary” cells. After separating
these two populations, the authors show that the turning angle distribution for the
motile population is slightly skewed towards smaller angle turns than when
compared to the stationary cells, suggesting a more directed movement
behavior.
Finally, B-cells were observed to cross between the LZ and DZ (interzonal crossing). The frequency of this crossing, however, is controversial, as
three independent research groups observed different frequencies of inter-zonal
crossing. Allen et al. and Schwickert et al. both concluded that GC B-cells do, in
fact, transit between the LZ and DZ, in support of the cyclic re-entry model. (Note
that a recent follow-up paper by Schwickert et al. (Victora et al., 2010), confirmed
and supplemented the findings from these initial reports, and ultimately
demonstrated the existence of a cyclic re-entry dynamics in vivo.) Hauser et al.,
on the other hand, observed a lower frequency of inter-zonal crossing and
concluded that it was not sufficient to support the cyclic re-entry model of GC
dynamics.
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4.10

Intra-zonal circulation model
Based on their interpretations of observed inter-zonal crossing frequency,

Hauser et al. favor an intra-zonal circulation model, where there is infrequent
exchange between two functionally independent zones (Hauser et al., 2007a;
Hauser et al., 2010; Hauser et al., 2007b). In support of their model, the authors
have pointed out numerous studies that suggest the LZ and DZ may be, at least
in some aspects, independent. For example, all three intra-vital imaging groups
observed a subset of GC B-cells entering S-phase of the cell cycle (replicating
DNA) in the LZ, indicating that division is not restricted to the DZ. These findings
supported a previous study that suggested cell division in the LZ and DZ are
governed by different mechanisms (Wang and Carter, 2005). Another example
involves the source of T-cell help. Hauser et al. speculate that these required
interactions may take place at the base of the DZ, on the GC periphery. Indeed,
although follicular T-helper cells are enriched in the LZ, small numbers can be
found in the DZ and along the GC border (Hauser et al., 2010; Reinhardt et al.,
2009). A final example involves the source of antigen for cells within the DZ.
While DZ FDCs do not capture immune complexes, dendritic cells (DCs) are
located at the DZ periphery and have been demonstrated to present nondegraded antigen under certain conditions (Bergtold et al., 2005; Qi et al., 2006;
Wykes et al., 1998). In addition, recent studies indicate that small soluble
antigens may gain entry to the follicle via a conduit system similar to that of the
extrafollicular region (Bajenoff and Germain, 2009; Pape et al., 2007;
Roozendaal et al., 2009). Therefore, although the main evidence for the intra-
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zonal circulation model remains the interpretation of the Hauser et al. inter-zonal
crossing frequency, there are multiple studies that support aspects of this model.
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Chapter 5
Simulation of Biological Systems

5.1

Utility of computer simulation in evaluating biological models
Computer simulations are an attractive, yet underappreciated, tool for

investigating the dynamics of biological systems. Scientists are trained to
conceptualize their research in terms of a larger biological model. Based on
direct experimental evidence, they rather intuitively predict the underlying
biological model responsible for producing the behavior of the system. Computer
simulations directly test these predictions, and determine if the underlying
biological model describes the system in enough detail to recapitulate
physiological behavior. However, it is important to keep in mind that while a
computer simulation can evaluate a model and determine if it is indeed
compatible with experimental data, it cannot prove its validity.
The utility of computer simulation lies in its ability to predict the basic
parameters that generate complex behavior. While the behavior of a model may
appear intuitive, frequently the compounded interactions of multiple parameters
will result in non-intuitive behavior. An additional, often underappreciated, benefit
of building a simulation is that it forces the researcher to confront all of the
individual components of the model. Often, this results in the investigation into
abstract parameters seldom, if ever, thought about, and can inspire new
experiments to obtain these measurements. Thus, both the development and
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utilization of computer simulations can provide useful insight into biological
mechanisms.

5.2

Ordinary differential equation (ODE)-based models
Traditional mathematical models, such as ordinary differential equations

(ODEs), explore dynamics at the population level (reviewed in (Di Ventura et al.,
2006)). These types of models can describe the minimal requirements for
observed biological data, and can be thoroughly analyzed with the use of
sophisticated mathematical techniques. Furthermore, ODEs require minimal
computational demands, allowing for the rapid generation and analysis of data,
including thorough investigation into parameter sensitivity.
In immunology, ODEs have been used extensively for studying the
dynamics of viral infections (reviewed in (Perelson, 2002)) such as influenza
(Bocharov and Romanyukha, 1994) and HIV (Nowak and Bangham, 1996;
Perelson et al., 1996). However, due to their abstract mathematical nature, ODEbased models lack a true representation of discrete time and space. These
features are undeniably crucial for modeling cellular interactions within tissue
where complex, stochastic events may significantly affect overall dynamics. As
such, ODE-based models are best used for large, well-mixed populations.

5.3

Agent-based models
Agent-based models, in contrast, are optimal for studying local cellular

dynamics (reviewed in (Thorne et al., 2007)). These models utilize discrete
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agents as virtual representations of biological cells. The simulation progresses
with discrete time steps and agents move through a spatial environment over
time. The environment can be designed to faithfully represent tissue architecture.
Agents are able to interact with each other and the environment, and can exist in
various internal states, akin to a cell’s differentiation state. Agent behavior is
controlled by programmed rules that can be derived directly from published
experimental values. However, as agent behavior is further influenced by the
environment and local interactions, each individual agent has a unique
experience. This autonomous, yet malleable, nature of agents makes them
particularly suited to serve as the computational representation of a biological
cell.
Encapsulation is an important concept in the modeling of complex
biological systems (Meier-Schellersheim et al., 2009). Encapsulation is the
process of describing complex biological mechanisms in simple functional terms.
One of the great difficulties in building a model is determining all of the necessary
parameters to include; this is not a trivial process and involves choosing the level
of detail that is appropriate for studying the system in question. A simulation is a
simplification of a biological system, designed to identify key parameters required
to reproduce physiological behavior. Encapsulation serves as a means to simplify
compounded biological processes that exist on a different level of detail than that
of the model (e.g., an individual cell’s intracellular signaling pathways would likely
be encapsulated in a model designed to explore dynamics at the cell population
level). While encapsulated mechanisms may be integral to the overall system,
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the specific interactions of the individual components can be ignored for the sake
of model simplicity.
As

mentioned

above,

choosing

specific

model

parameters

and

encapsulations often proves to be a difficult challenge. In a complex biological
system, it is not always clear which parameters are integral to the model and
which can be described by the use of encapsulations. Furthermore, as a
simulation requires detailed input, measurements may not always exist for a
given parameter. If possible, a modeler can attempt to estimate the parameter
from available data. If there are no data available, the parameter may be tuned to
reproduce physiological output. In this case, a successful model may provide
insight into the biological range of the missing parameter.
The paramount goal of an agent-based simulation is to generate biological
behavior as an emergent property (Chavali et al., 2008). By programming the
basic rules of agents, one hopes that their local interactions are able to produce
a complex, global, emergent behavior. A common flaw amongst computer
simulations is that modelers often pre-program in the very behavior they are
hoping to generate. The prevalence of these ‘self-fulfilling’ simulations that don’t
provide underlying biological insight may be the why there is indeed some
reluctance to accept simulation as a valuable tool in mainstream scientific
research.
The downside to agent-based models is that they can be quite complex
and are often very computationally demanding. These factors limit the amount of
data that can be generated, and the full extent of parameter sensitivity testing.
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Furthermore, unlike ODEs, there are limited mathematical tools available for a
thorough, systematic analysis of the model and parameters.

5.4

Modeling immunology
While not yet widely accepted, computer simulation and mathematical

modeling do have significant roots in immunology. Interestingly, the basic
concept that receptor cross-linking is a requirement for B-cell activation, a
foundation of immunological theory, was developed with the help of predictions
from computer and mathematical modeling (reviewed in (Louzoun, 2007)). Early
experiments exploring the molecular details of immunogenicity used synthetic
polymers to examine the activation threshold of B-cells (Dintzis et al., 1976).
These experiments indicated that the optimal activation of B-cells required an
aggregation of antigen, as only polymers that contained multiple antigen groups
per molecule (minimum of ~12-16) were stimulatory. The authors speculated that
B-cell activation required crossing an antigen-binding threshold. In order to cross
this threshold, it was argued that a minimum number of antigen-receptors (~1216) must bind antigen and associate within a local cluster, termed an immunon.
Years later, mathematical modeling by Perelson and colleagues thoroughly
analyzed this theory and validated the previous authors’ hypothesis (Sulzer and
Perelson, 1996, 1997). Furthermore, this mathematical analysis provided the first
quantification of the resulting contributions that antigen affinity, density, and
valency have on receptor aggregation and, ultimately, B-cell activation.
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Multiple facets in immunology have been explored utilizing the help of
computer simulation and mathematical models (reviewed in (Forrest and
Beauchemin, 2007; Germain et al., 2010; Louzoun, 2007). Some highlighted
examples include: clonal selection (immune network theory) (Jerne, 1974),
antigen-receptor gene rearrangement and allelic exclusion (Mehr et al., 1999;
Piper et al., 1999; Vettermann and Schlissel, 2010), lymphocyte development
and homeostasis (Baltcheva et al., 2010; Borghans and de Boer, 2007; Callard
and Hodgkin, 2007), BCR and TCR signaling (reviewed in (Germain, 2010;
Goldstein et al., 2004)), general immune response (Baldazzi et al., 2009; Catron
et al., 2004; Kim et al., 2007; Rapin et al., 2010), innate immunity (An, 2009;
Dong et al., 2010; Smith et al., 2011), microbial pathogens (Kirschner and
Marino, 2005; McKenzie and Bossert, 2005), cancer (Edelman et al., 2010;
Pennisi et al., 2010; Rejniak et al., 2010), influenza (Bocharov and Romanyukha,
1994), HIV (Nowak and Bangham, 1996; Perelson et al., 1996; Rouzine and
Coffin, 1999; Zorzenon dos Santos and Coutinho, 2001), EBV (Duca et al., 2007;
Shapiro et al., 2008) and GC dynamics (discussed in detail below).
Additionally, following the advances of intra-vital microscopy, a number of
computer simulations were built to investigate the movement behavior of
lymphocytes (primarily T-cells) within lymphatic tissue (Beauchemin et al., 2007;
Beltman et al., 2007; Meyer-Hermann and Maini, 2005b; Preston et al., 2006). In
all cases, simulated cells were pre-programmed to move with “persistent random
walk” behavior, and this movement was shown to be compatible with
experimental data. Thus, this work did not address any underlying movement
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dynamics, but rather confirmed that lymphocyte movement behavior can indeed
be classified as a “persistent random walk”. Of these simulations, only the work
by Beltman et al. attempted to investigate the driving forces that influence
movement, specifically the role that a dense cellular environment has on the
movement of T-cells over time. While these authors also pre-programmed cells
movement behavior, the dense environment resulted in many obstacles (other
cells) added to a cell’s path. When encountered during movement, these
obstacles force cells to turn and find a new path around them. This work showed
that a dense cellular environment can shape the trajectory of a cell and impart
long-term random behavior reminiscent of that seen in vivo.

5.5

Modeling GCs
Numerous computer simulations and mathematical models have been

developed to investigate GC dynamics (recently reviewed in (Meyer-Hermann et
al., 2009)). These have mostly focused on GC kinetics (Kesmir and De Boer,
1999; Moreira and Faro, 2006) and SHM/affinity maturation (Iber and Maini,
2002; Kepler and Perelson, 1993; Kesmir and De Boer, 1999; Kleinstein et al.,
2003; Kleinstein and Singh, 2001, 2003; Meyer-Hermann and Maini, 2005a;
Meyer-Hermann et al., 2006; Oprea and Perelson, 1997; Oprea et al., 2000;
Radmacher et al., 1998). Additionally, there were a few attempts to explore some
of the forces driving GC anatomy (Figge, 2005; Meyer-Hermann, 2002), including
the role that chemotaxis plays (Beyer et al., 2002; Meyer-Hermann and Beyer,
2002). These early models of GC morphology did not reproduce the dense
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cellular environment of the GC and found that chemotaxis led to the artificial
accumulation of cells near the sources of chemokine production, resulting in nonphysiological anatomy. This led the authors to conclude that chemotaxis alone
was not sufficient to produce GC morphology.
The most recent GC simulation was developed by Figge et al., and, in light
of the insight gained from the intra-vital imaging of GCs, provided a more detailed
analysis of the movement behavior of GC B-cells (Figge et al., 2008). To our
knowledge, this has been the only simulation built to address GC B-cell
movement behavior with the aid of data from in vivo intra-vital imaging
experiments (obtained from Allen and colleagues). However, as was the case
with the earlier GC models, these authors pre-programmed simulated GC B-cells
to move with the “persistent random walk” behavior observed in vivo. They then
found that this assumed innate motility behavior was incompatible with
chemotaxis, speculating that if chemotaxis were active within GCs, it must be
tightly regulated by mechanisms such as receptor desensitization. This led to a
model in which chemotaxis had a primary role in promoting inter-zonal migration
and maintaining zonal anatomy but did not contribute to the “persistent random
walk” movement behavior of GC B-cells. Thus, although many simulations have
explored the movement dynamics of GC B-cells, none has proposed a model to
explain the underlying behavior driving “persistent random walk”.
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Chapter 6
Thesis Premise

The long-term goal of this project is to use the simulation framework to
model the dynamics of Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) infection and persistence. EBV
is a γ1-herpesvirus that establishes a persistent infection in approximately 9095% of the human population (Robertson, 2005). EBV infection immortalizes Bcells in vitro and was classified as the first human tumor virus after its discovery
in a cell line derived from Burkitt’s lymphoma (reviewed in (Robertson, 2005;
Thorley-Lawson, 2005b)). During infection, free virions enter the host via the
epithelial lining of the nasopharynx, where they enter Waldeyer’s ring (tonsils and
adenoids) and infect resting naïve B-cells (Thorley-Lawson, 2005a). To
reproduce and persist in the host, EBV has developed mechanisms to
commandeer normal memory B-cell physiology. Mutational analysis of
immunoglobulins from single EBV-infected cells in the peripheral blood suggest
that they express the molecular hallmarks of normal antigen-selected memory Bcells, namely SHM and CSR (Souza et al., 2005). Indeed, EBV-infected cells
have been routinely found within GCs and express the functional and phenotypic
markers of GC B-cells (Roughan and Thorley-Lawson, 2009). Thus, we believe
that the successful modeling of a normal, uninfected GC is an essential first step
in studying EBV infection.
Despite recent detailed intra-vital imaging studies of GC-cell dynamics
(Allen et al., 2007b; Hauser et al., 2007a; Schwickert et al., 2007), there is still
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controversy surrounding the driving forces behind GC formation and cell
behavior. It is not completely understood how GC B-cell movement is regulated
at either the macro level (development of a discrete MZ, LZ and DZ) or at the
single cell level to give rise to the observed structural features and cellular
segregation in the GC. At the single cell level it has been observed GC B-cells
are extremely motile and undergoing a characteristic movement behavior that
has been termed “persistent random walk” (Figge et al., 2008). Additionally, GC
cells undergo a distinct rate of inter-zonal migration as they cycle between the LZ
and DZ. Chemokines play an important role in both the macro and single cell
behaviors (Allen et al., 2004), but precisely how and to what extent they
contribute remains unclear. Furthermore, the origin of the “persistent random
walk” behavior is unknown and there is controversy regarding the interpretation
of the observed frequency of inter-zonal cell crossing between the LZ and the
DZ. Specifically, Hauser et al. proposed that the cyclic re-entry model of GC
development cannot account for the observed migration and cell cycle behavior
of GC B-cells (Hauser et al., 2007a). The authors predict that this model requires
crossing rates significantly higher than observed in any of the in vivo studies, and
instead favor an intra-zonal circulation model in which the two zones are
functionally independent and transit between zones is limited and/or insignificant.
However, this model is not consistent with the preponderance of evidence
suggesting functional segregation between the LZ (selection) and DZ
(proliferation) (reviewed in (Allen et al., 2007a; MacLennan, 1994)). Additionally,
the evidence for this model relies heavily on the interpretation of GC B-cell
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movement behavior, which is brought into question by our current findings.
Furthermore, a recent intra-vital imaging study by Victora et al. have
demonstrated the existence of cyclic re-entry dynamics in vivo (Victora et al.,
2010), validating the initial observations by Allen et al. and Schwickert et al., as
well as the results presented in this thesis.
The recent advances in intra-vital imaging provide an entirely new
approach for immunologists to study GCs. There now exists an enormous
breadth of experimental data available on GC dynamics and the movement
behavior of individual GC B-cells. It can be quite daunting to attempt to reconcile
all of these data into a functional biological model. Models can quickly become
quite complex, and it is often difficult to predict the global behavior that emerges
from the interactions of multiple individual components. Computer simulation and
mathematical modeling are powerful investigative tools that can be used to gain
insight into these data, and evaluate the validity of biological models. Their
successful application is dependent upon detailed and precise quantitative
information. As such information about the movement of cells that constitute the
GC has been provided by intra-vital microscopy (Allen et al., 2007b; Hauser et
al., 2007a; Schwickert et al., 2007), lymphocyte movement within lymph nodes is
an ideal candidate for analysis by modeling.
Recently such an approach was used to explain and reconcile various
interpretations of the available data (Figge et al., 2008). These authors
concluded that chemotaxis is consistent with the published cell movement data,
but only if complex chemotaxis behavior was invoked (transient chemokine
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responsiveness and desensitization). These conflicts arose because the model
imposed two fundamentally incompatible behaviors: chemotaxis, where cells
always move directly up the chemokine gradient, and pre-programmed
“persistent random walk”, which includes a component of random motion.
Furthermore, their model only worked under sparse cell densities; the model
broke down as cell densities approached the physiologically packed environment
of a GC.
In this study we have constructed and used a computer simulation
(PathSim2) to model GC development and to reconcile chemotaxis with
physiological GC dynamics, including the movement behavior of individual GC Bcells. This model predicts that chemotaxis-driven competition is, in fact, sufficient
to account for the anatomical structure of the GC and to explain all of the
observed movement of GC B-cells in vivo – both of which are emergent
properties of the model. However, this is only true when taking into account the
incompressibility of cells and under the physiologic conditions of competition for
space within a densely packed environment. We conclude that correct movement
behavior is not separate from, or in conflict with, chemotaxis, as claimed by Figge
et al. (Figge et al., 2008), but is a direct consequence of chemotaxis acting in a
crowded environment. Lastly, we validate this model by testing it against in vivo
data from three separate experimental groups. We demonstrate that when
differing experimental conditions are taken into account, the data from all three
groups are compatible with each other and fully consistent with a “modified cyclic
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re-entry” GC model that allows for low levels of division in the LZ, which we
present here as the default state of our simulation.
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Section II: Methods
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Chapter 7
PathSim2 Development

7.1

Overview
PathSim2 is a general software framework for the simulation of immune

system dynamics, with a focus on local cellular interactions within lymphatic
tissue. The framework simulates cells as agents, and is designed to allow for
both macroscopic and microscopic detail. Macroscopic detail refers to
lymphocyte population dynamics within the whole-body immune system; this
includes the blood, lymphatic system and bone marrow, which are modeled as
connected pools. Lymphatic tissue is represented as a subset of the lymph pool
and is rendered microscopically, i.e. at the cellular level. For clarity, agent names
and simulated chemokines are written in italics to distinguish them from their
real-life counterparts. The simulation advances in time based on a specified timestep. For this model we have used a default time-step of 10 sec, however we
have observed similar dynamics over a range of time-steps (5-15 sec).

7.2

Agents
Within tissue, lymphocytes are simulated as individual agents which are

capable of movement, aging, differentiation and interactions with each other and
the environment. Individual agents have unique internal states that allow them to
undergo a variety of state transitions based on a number of factors. These
factors include time in state and external influences such as interactions with
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other agents and local chemokine concentrations. These state transitions are
specified as parameters that are input to the model. Akin to a cell’s differentiation
state, an agent’s state determines how it will respond to its environment and
other agents. Agent behavior is further influenced by the dynamic expression of
signaling proteins. Agents are capable of expressing signaling proteins both
internally and externally, the latter bound to the surface membrane. The
accumulation of internal proteins can lead to specific transitions when a
predetermined threshold is reached. Internal protein levels are regulated over
time and in response to interactions with the environment and other agents.
External membrane bound proteins allow for a direct information exchange
during physical interactions between agents. Individual agents can interact with
other agents based on proximity, probabilities of interaction, and the agents’
internal states. Again, these parameters are specified as model inputs. A
summary of these parameters is given in Appendix: Table III.

7.3

Tissue
Tissue is simulated as a three-dimensional structure. The tissue volume is

discretized using a computational mesh and then partitioned into individual
elements corresponding to this mesh. Individual agents have volumes
characteristic of the cells that they represent. Each agent has a position in the
mesh, and the framework ensures that the sum of the volumes of the agents
contained within each element does not exceed the available element volume.
This careful representation of space within elements is important to ensure
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physiological cellular density. Space within tissue can be occupied by mobile
agents (e.g., B-cells), immobile agents (e.g., FDCs) and inert agents. Inert
agents are small (1 µm), spherical agents that move throughout the tissue,
representing fluid flow throughout the system. Mobile agents are able to displace
inert agents during movement. However, based on our own estimates of the
packing density of lymphocytes in tonsil histology sections, inert agents are
required to occupy a minimum of 15% of the space within an element.

7.4

Chemokines
Chemokines are represented as scalar concentrations with discrete values

at the element centers. In the mesh, chemokine concentrations at any location
can be determined by linear interpolation from these discrete values.
Chemokines diffuse through the volume based on the solution of the timedependent diffusion equation. The chemokine diffusion coefficient is estimated
from the effective size of a chemokine molecule and the viscosity of the tissue
fluid (for which the viscosity of water is used). The model includes sources and
sinks for each chemokine. Individual agents can produce and consume
chemokines at rates that are specified as model parameters. Volume elements
can also consume chemokines at rates based on their tissue type. These
parameters are specified as inputs to the simulation, and are empirically chosen
to generate physiological chemokine gradients.
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7.5

Chemotaxis model
Chemotaxis is modeled as an interaction between individual agents and

the local concentrations of chemokines to which they respond. The target
direction for an agent is determined from the direction corresponding to the
maximum chemokine concentration accumulated on the surface of the agent.
This direction is re-computed at a time-interval corresponding to the “persistence
time” for the agent. In densely packed regions such as the GC, many agents may
have the same target direction. However, all agents cannot move in this common
direction because of their incompressibility. That is, there is a competition for
space amongst agents. This problem was solved by the development of new,
non-trivial computational methods (a flow solver).
Briefly, this flow solver acts to enforce an incompressibility constraint
during agent movement that occurs at each time step of the simulation. The
incompressibility constraint ensures that no element within the tissue can contain
more agents that can fit within that element. To enforce this constraint, the flow
solver discretizes elements into sub-elements, where the volume of each subelement is smaller than the volume of the smallest agent in the simulation.
Agents are not constrained to discrete positions in the tissue, as is the case with
a lattice mesh. Further, an agent’s shape is not constrained to an aspect ratio of
one, but instead may change due to external forces. At each time step, an agent
has a direction it desires to move and a shape it attempts to take. The combined
movement and shape changes of all agents will, in general, result in a violation of
the incompressibility constraint. To enforce this constraint, we find a flow velocity
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over each sub-element that, when combined with the desired movement of each
agent, will maintain the incompressibility constraint. This "flow velocity" is not a
physical flow, but rather is intended to represent the forces that result when
agents push against one another to move into the same space. To find the flow
velocity, an incompressible flow problem is solved on the discretized tissue,
where a potential flow variable is associated with each sub-element and a source
(sink) is computed for each sub-element based on its current agent volume.
Because it is coupled with the agent movement, the incompressible flow problem
is nonlinear and, therefore, is solved iteratively. When the iterative process is
complete, the movement of an agent is the sum of the agent's desired movement
vector and the local flow velocities that act on that agent. The final movements
result in new global agent positions/shapes that obey the incompressibility
constraint. A complete description of these new algorithms is currently being
written up by our collaborators to be submitted for publication.
In summary, this solution computes agent positions at each time-step to
take into account the motion of individual agents in their chemotaxis directions
and the individual agent-agent “forces” resulting from the incompressibility
condition. The key point of this solution method is that it allows for both the
chemotaxis of individual agents while maintaining the incompressibility of these
agents. In fact, an agent’s ability to change aspect ratio (as depicted in Figure
9.3) is the essential component of these algorithms that allows agents to
efficiently move through the tissue and around other agents. As a result, we
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believe that the observed change in cell shape during chemotaxis facilitates
these cells’ motion in crowded tissue.

7.6

Pools
On the macroscopic level of whole-body immune system dynamics,

PathSim2 reconstitutes the reported physiological lymphocyte populations in an
average human (~500 x 109). To achieve this, the software framework includes
an implementation of “pools” which are compartments that act as reservoirs for
large numbers of agents, including the majority of lymphocytes. We have
constructed pools representing the blood, lymphatic system and bone marrow.
The size of these compartments, their constituent populations, and flow between
compartments are all based on published values. Agents can flow to and from
these compartments into the tissue based on sources and sinks that are
programmed by the model to be located in particular tissue types. Flow rates are
determined by chemokine concentrations present in these source and sink
element volumes and flow rates specified by the model parameters.
To allow efficient simulation of physiological lymphocyte numbers with
manageable computational time, two types of agents are represented in the
pools: bulk agents and individual agents. Indistinguishable agents (such as naive
B-cells and T-cells) are aggregated and represented as "bulk" agents that lose
their individuality and whose aging and state transitions are modeled by ODEequivalent numerical methods. Rare, functionally important, individual agents
with unique states can also be represented in the pools, just as in the tissue
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(e.g., in a model of viral infection, infected cells and virus-specific CTLs would
likely be modeled as individual agents within the pools). In this manner, small
populations that are essential to the model can be represented in the pools, and
can move between the pools and the tissue. Overall, the mixed bulk and
individual representation is an accurate approximation to modeling the entire pool
populations with individual agents, is computationally efficient, and avoids the
use of non-biological, scaled-back population sizes.
The pool dynamics are not a significant aspect of the computational
results presented in this thesis other than as the source of lymphocytes and as
sinks to the lymph pool. The flow between these sources and sinks does result in
an overall “global” flow from tissues with sources to tissues with sinks. However,
it is important to note that the speeds associated with this global flow are small
(by an order of magnitude or more) relative to agent chemotaxis speeds. As a
result, we believe that this flow does not contribute significantly to the
computational results presented in this thesis.

7.7

Simulation responsibilities
All of the programming, physics, and mathematical validation involved in

this simulation were performed by Drs. Mark Jones and Paul Plassmann at
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University. They provided the underlying
mechanics of PathSim2. We utilized this framework to create a simulation model
of lymphocytes within the adaptive immune system, with a specific focus on
cellular dynamics within a lymph node and GC. Some specific roles include:
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research of biological parameters



design of biological architecture



communicate with engineers about simulation design / implementation



construct models of biological processes



integration of modeled biological processes into a functional simulation



running/testing the simulation



data analysis/interpretation



refinement of biological model

Through interactions with our collaborators over the course of this thesis, I
have gained some basic working knowledge of the following programming
languages: Perl, C, C++, and Action Script. Additionally, I have had extensive
experience learning the MatLab syntax required to write graphing scripts used to
analyze simulation output.

7.8

In vivo data and tracking parameters
Complete primary data sets were made available to us through the

generosity of Drs. Christopher Allen, Takaharu Okada, and Jason Cyster
(UCSF), Tanja Schwickert and Michel Nussenzweig (Rockefeller University), and
Anja Hauser and Ann Haberman (Yale University).
Allen et al. used an imaging window of 240 µm x 288 µm (xy plane) with a
depth of ~108 µm and images were acquired every 20 sec for a 30 min time
period. A cell track was required to remain within the imaging window for a
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minimum of 10 min. Cell tracks used in the motility analysis are derived from 5
imaging sessions (n=400), while the crossing analysis is derived from an
additional 6 imaging sessions (n=698). The authors separate the LZ and DZ by
an estimated ~20 µm boundary.
Schwickert et al. used an imaging window of 300 µm x 300 µm with a
depth of 50 µm and acquired images every 37 sec for a period of 30 min. Cell
tracks were required to remain within the imaging window for a minimum of 2
min. Cell tracks used in the motility analysis are derived from 6 imaging sessions
(n=310), and the crossing analysis is comprised of 5 of these sessions (n=257).
The authors estimate the LZ/DZ boundary using a flat plane.
Hauser et al. used an imaging window of 312 µm x 312 µm with a depth of
33-44 µm (effectively sampling ~30-40 µm) and images were acquired every 15
sec for a period of 60 min. Cell tracks were required to remain within the imaging
window for a minimum of 5 min, unless they displaced greater than 20 µm. Cell
tracks used in the motility analysis include all GC B-cells (originally classified as
stationary and motile by the authors) and are derived from 3 imaging sessions
(n=483), while the crossing analysis was performed on motile cells (displacement
greater than 15 µm) from 1 session (n=117). The LZ/DZ boundary was estimated
using a flat plane.
PathSim2 is capable of using any imaging window. The time interval used
when determining agent position (15, 20 or 37 sec), as well as the criteria for
keeping agent tracks, was adjusted when comparing to each in vivo data set. For
all of our analyses, we track ~50% of agents within a single GC (n=~1500-5000,
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depending on window depth and length of session). When performing a whole
GC analysis without an imaging window, we tracked agents every 10 sec. The
LZ/DZ boundary used in the crossing analysis was exact and defined by the
location of LZ and DZ FDCs.

7.9

Software used for data analysis
All data analysis was performed using custom scripts with the student

version of MatLab R2010a (MathWorks). Graphs were generated using either
MatLab or GraphPad Prism 5 (GraphPad Software). Visual representation of
PathSim2 output was generated using ParaView 3.6.2 (Kitware). Animations
were produced with Photoshop and Flash CS4 (Adobe).
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Section III: Results
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Chapter 8
Lymphocyte Population Dynamics

8.1

Blood and lymphatic system pools
PathSim2 is capable of investigating both macroscopic and microscopic

immune system dynamics. Macroscopic detail refers to lymphocyte population
dynamics within the whole-body. This focuses on the generation and
maintenance of lymphocytes that circulate between two pools, the blood and
lymphatic system. The overwhelming majority of lymphocytes in PathSim2 exists
in these pools and are represented demographically as bulk agents. Rendered
lymphatic tissue (such as the Basic Tonsil Unit, which is the focus of this thesis)
is a very small piece of the much larger lymph pool. The simulation’s overall
architecture is depicted as a cartoon in Figure 8.1. The size, flow rates and
lymphocyte composition of both the blood and lymph pools are based on
published biological data (summarized in Appendix: Table I).
As mentioned earlier, an adult human has approximately 490 x 109
lymphocytes in his body (Blum and Pabst, 2007; Ganusov and De Boer, 2007).
The blood contains only ~2%, while the lymphatic system contains ~84%
(primary 21%, secondary 63%). The remaining 14% are lymphocytes located
within non-lymphoid organs such as the lung and liver and include both
circulating and resident lymphocytes. PathSim2 generates accurate lymphocyte
numbers within the blood and lymphatic system (including the bone marrow
pool). However, we currently do not account for lymphocytes within non-lymphoid
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organs. As such, PathSim2 represents ~86% of total lymphocytes in an average
adult human. We believe that omitting these 14% of total lymphocytes will not
greatly affect our output, as at any given time these lymphocytes would not be
immediately available to interact with components within the lymphatic system.
However, due to the flexible design of PathSim2, it is possible to represent these
cells in another non-lymphoid tissue pool in the future.
The total lymphocyte populations in the lymphatic system and blood pools
are shown in Figure 8.2 and 8.3 respectively. B- and T-cell lymphocytes are
further divided into specific sub-populations. As mentioned earlier, the
composition of the pools is based on published data. While the lymphocyte
composition of the blood is well documented, the composition of the lymph pool
is based on measurements of peripheral lymph nodes.
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Figure 8.1

Figure 8.1: PathSim2 architecture. The overall architecture of PathSim2 is shown
as a cartoon (pools are not to scale). The blood, lymphatic system, and bone
marrow pools are shown, with connections between them illustrated as arrows.
The rendered lymphatic tissue (the Basic Tonsil Unit) is shown as a small piece
of the larger lymph pool (not to scale).
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Figure 8.2

Figure 8.2: Lymphocyte composition of the lymph pool. Total B- and T-cells are
shown, as well as the breakdown of the various sub-populations. All values are
taken from the system at equilibrium. Note that the lymph pool represents all
secondary lymphoid tissue (~63% of total lymphocytes).
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Figure 8.3

Figure 8.3: Lymphocyte composition of the blood pool. Total B- and T-cells are
shown, as well as the breakdown of the various sub-populations. All values are
taken from the system at equilibrium
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8.2

Naive lymphocyte homeostasis
Competition for resources is a common theme that drives lymphocyte

homeostasis in vivo. Simply stated, lymphocytes need resources to stay alive.
These resources can range from limited cytokines to specific cell-cell
interactions. The total amount of resources available can be thought of as a
measure of space within a compartment. Lymphocyte homeostasis is a direct
result of competition for this space.
In PathSim2, we are interested in recapitulating basic naive lymphocyte
homeostatic dynamics in both the blood and lymph pools. However, the primary
focus of the simulation is to investigate cellular interactions within lymphatic
tissue; the pools primarily serve as a reservoir for lymphocytes. We are
interested in recapitulating overall population dynamics, and thus we do not
model homeostasis from principled mechanisms (i.e., all of the known cytokines
and signals required for lymphocyte survival). Instead, lymphocyte homeostasis
is modeled by using encapsulations. An encapsulation is a model simplification
that encompasses multiple mechanisms. The use of encapsulations allows us to
describe a complex system with a small number of simple terms, while
recapitulating the important features of that system.
Immature B-cells are produced by the bone marrow and emigrate into the
blood (where they are known as transitional B-cells) at a constant rate. Once in
the blood, transitional B-cells are available to circulate to the lymph pool and are
programmed to have an intrinsically short lifespan of ~3 days; if they receive no
further stimulus they will die. The only way to alter this fate is for a transitional B-
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cell to become selected to develop into a naive B-cell. As a requirement for
entrance into the naive compartment, there must be sufficient space available.
This space is represented by the availability of a single cytokine termed ‘B-MakeMature’ (Figure 8.4). Binding ‘B-Make-Mature’’ induces a transitional B-cell to
develop into a mature naive B-cell. ‘B-Make-Mature’’ is an encapsulation that
represents both space within the naive compartment and the signals involved in
transitional to naive development; it is produced by non-specific stromal tissue.
The mature naive B-cell population is regulated by a homeostatic cytokine
termed ‘B-Keep-Alive’ (Figure 8.4). ‘B-Keep-Alive’ is an encapsulation of all of the
signals involved in keeping a naive B-cell alive, although it is based heavily on
BLyS. The level of ‘B-Keep-Alive’’ directly controls the size (i.e., carrying
capacity) of the naive B-cell population. As transitional B-cells develop into naive
B-cells, there is less space available in the naive compartment. To model this
loss of space, naive B-cells repress the production of ‘B-Make-Mature’, where the
total amount of repression is proportional to the naive population size (Figure
8.4). This directly links the production of ‘B-Make-Mature’ to the naive population
size. The rate of transitional to naive development (explicitly controlled by the
level of ‘B-Make-Mature’ present) during homeostasis matches published
observations of ~1-3% of the naive compartment per day. Additionally, this model
of homeostasis is sufficient to generate half-lives of transitional (~1.5 days) and
naive B-cells (~21 days) that are both within the range of physiological estimates.
A long-term goal of PathSim2 is the investigation of the dynamics of EBV
infection. In vivo, EBV directly infects naive B-cells. In the case of a full blown
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acute infection there exists the potential to significantly decrease the total
uninfected naive population in Waldeyer’s ring. As such, one of the main reasons
we chose to include transitional B-cells in PathSim2 was because they act as a
buffer for the naive B-cell population. During normal homeostatic conditions,
most transitional B-cells die (~80%). However, if there is a sudden reduction in
the total naive population, these transitional B-cells are available to immediately
develop into naive (Bazin et al., 1985). This behavior is illustrated in Figure 8.5.
This example starts with the lymphatic system pool in a state of equilibrium. On
day 1, all naive B-cells are specifically killed. All of the existing transitional B-cells
are able to develop into naives. This continues, with all newly generated
transitional B-cells transitioning into naives until this compartment reaches full
size in ~6-8 days, matching experimental in vivo kinetics.
Naive T-cell homeostasis is modeled by a mechanism similar to naive Bcells. We are not interested in modeling the selection process that takes place
within the thymus. For this reason, in PathSim2 naive T-cells complete
maturation within the bone marrow and emigrate at a rate comparable to thymic
emigration in vivo. Once naive T-cells leave the bone marrow and enter the blood
they are available to circulate to the lymphatic system pool. Both naive CD4 and
CD8 T-cells compete for their own version of the ‘Keep-Alive’ cytokine (‘T4-KeepAlive’ and ‘T8-Keep-Alive’). These two populations are regulated independently
of each other and the B-cell populations. ‘T4/8-Keep-Alive’, based largely on IL-7,
are encapsulations of all of the signals involved in keeping a naive T-cell alive.
As with the naive B-cell population, this competition is tuned such that the half-
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lives of both the naive CD4 (~121 days) and CD8 T-cells (~175 days) are within
the range of physiological estimates.
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Figure 8.4

Figure 8.4: Transitional and naive B-cell homeostasis. As a requirement for
transitional B-cell entrance into the naive compartment, there must be sufficient
space available. This space is represented by the availability of a cytokine
termed ‘B-Make-Mature’. Binding ‘B-Make-Mature’’ induces a transitional B-cell
to develop into a mature naive B-cell. ‘B-Make-Mature’’ is an encapsulation that
represents both space within the naive compartment and the signals involved in
transitional to naive development; it is produced by non-specific stromal tissue.
The mature naive B-cell population is regulated by a homeostatic cytokine
termed ‘B-Keep-Alive’. ‘B-Keep-Alive’ is an encapsulation of all of the signals
involved in keeping a naive B-cell alive, although it is based heavily on BLyS.
The level of ‘B-Keep-Alive’’ directly controls the size (i.e., carrying capacity) of
the naive B-cell population. As transitional B-cells develop into naive B-cells,
there is less space available in the naive compartment. To model this loss of
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space, naive B-cells repress the production of ‘B-Make-Mature’, where the total
amount of repression is proportional to the naive population size. This directly
links the production of ‘B-Make-Mature’ to the naive population size. The rate of
transitional to naive development (explicitly controlled by the level of ‘B-MakeMature’ present) during homeostasis matches published observations of ~1-3%
of the naive compartment per day.
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Figure 8.5

Figure 8.5: Buffer capacity of the transitional B-cell population. Day 0 starts with
the system at equilibrium. On day 1, the naive B-cell population is specifically
killed. All of the existing transitional B-cells are able to immediately develop into
naives, as there is ample free space in this compartment. Over the next ~5 days,
all newly created transitional B-cells continue to be selected into the naive
compartment, allowing the system to again near equilibrium. These kinetics are
comparable to those observed in vivo after B-cell depletion (Bazin et al., 1985),
and are expected based on the production rate of transitional B-cells.
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8.3

Effector and memory lymphocyte populations
Currently, we do not model detailed effector and memory lymphocyte

population homeostasis. However, these lymphocyte populations do exist in the
pools in physiological proportions and are maintained at constant values. B-cell
sub-populations include GC B-cells, memory B-cells and plasma B-cells. T-cell
sub-populations include CD4 effector/memory and CD8 effector/memory.
GC B-cells are located in the lymph pool and do not circulate to the blood.
These cells constitute a static population that solely occupies space. Memory Bcells circulate between the blood and lymph pools. They are programmed to
undergo division every ~35 days, which results in a population doubling-time of
~26 days. (Note that the population doubling-time calculation can be thought of
as the opposite of half-life.) This division represents homeostatic proliferation and
results in the production of one memory B-cell and one plasma B-cell. The
plasma B-cell is short-lived and has a limited lifespan of ~ 3 days. This model of
homeostatic proliferation is a purely hypothetical, simplified model. However,
remarkably, programming only the known rate of homeostatic proliferation and
the lifespan of short-lived plasma cells was sufficient to generate a stable shortlived plasma cell population that was precisely within the range observed in vivo
(~2% of the peripheral B-cell population).
At our current level of detail, we do not attempt to divide CD4 and CD8 Tcell populations into specific effector (e.g., Th1, Th2, Th17, Treg, and CTLs) and
memory (effector memory, central memory) sub-populations. Instead, we
collapse these states into the encapsulated CD4 effector/memory and CD8
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effector/memory populations. These are static populations that occupy space
within the blood and lymphatic system pools, and are available for recruitment
into lymphatic tissue. However, the simulation is flexible and if desired, these
populations can be specified in greater detail in the future.
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Chapter 9
Primary Follicle

9.1

Basic Tonsil Unit
The Basic Tonsil Unit (BTU) is a small piece of tonsil lymphatic tissue,

rendered as a three dimensional mesh comprised of uniform elements with a
finite volume that represents a single follicle and all the relevant surrounding
tissue necessary for its function (Figure 9.1, Video 9.1). We have chosen to
simulate a human tonsil GC, but at our current level of detail the tissue
architecture within the BTU could also represent a typical peripheral lymph node,
where afferent lymphatics would replace saliva as the source of antigen. With the
BTU we have developed a detailed model of GC development beginning with a
primary follicle. The epithelial layer is in contact with the saliva and is involved in
the transport of antigen to the underlying lymphoid tissue. Beneath the epithelium
are high endothelial venules (HEVs) from which B-cells and T-cells emerge from
the peripheral circulation. The follicle and extrafollicular region contain stromal
networks consisting of follicular dendritic cells (FDCs) and fibroblastic reticular
cells (FRCs) respectively. (A summary of BTU parameters is listed in Appendix:
Table II).
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Figure 9.1

Figure 9.1: Basic Tonsil Unit. (A) The follicle and extrafollicular zones are
distinguished by the presence of FDCs and FRCs respectively. Lymphocytes
enter the mesh from the blood via the HEVs beneath the epithelium, move
throughout the mesh and ultimately exit through efferent lymphatic vessels. (B)
Histology of a human tonsil highlighting key architecture (image kindly supplied
by Marta Perry). Video 9.1 displays the three-dimensional structure of an empty
BTU rendered in PathSim2.
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Video 9.1: Basic Tonsil Unit. A two-dimensional slice through an empty BTU is
shown, rotating in three-dimensions. For all PathSim2 graphical visualizations,
we display a cross-sectional slice through the tissue, orientated with the
epithelium facing up (epithelial cells are shown in white). The FRC network is
shown in orange, while the FDC network (denoting the B-cell follicle) is shown in
yellow.

Video 9.1 is available online as a flash animation (see link below), and can be
distributed directly, in any format, upon request.

Online Videos: http://pathsim2.ece.vt.edu/~jared/thesis.html
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9.2

Maintenance of chemokine gradients
The localization of lymphocytes within the BTU is driven by chemotaxis in

response to chemokine gradients produced by the FDC and FRC networks.
FDCs produce CXCL13 (Figure 9.2A), towards which B-cells migrate (via
CXCR5), and FRCs produce CCL21/19 (Figure 9.2B), which attracts T-cells (via
CCR7). The production of chemokines is regulated by a negative feedback
mechanism. Chemokine is produced until a threshold concentration is reached
within each element. At this point, further chemokine secretion ceases until the
local concentration drops below the threshold level. This mechanism results in
the unsynchronized release of chemokine by individual FDCs throughout the
follicle. Therefore, from a B-cells’ perspective within the follicle, the local
chemokine gradient will appear to be relatively uniform, with slight fluctuations
over time. Outside of the follicle, the gradient of CXCL13 sharply declines. This
model was implemented to generate physiological chemokine gradients, in which
the chemokine concentration is relatively uniform throughout the follicle.
Additionally, this mechanism helps avoid artificial accumulation of agents around
a continually producing chemokine source.
In our simulation, there are a multiple factors that affect a chemokine’s
concentration and help shape the gradient. These include chemokine diffusion,
internalization by responsive lymphocytes, and non-specific degradation.
Diffusion is calculated using the size of a chemokine molecule and derived from
first principles. The rate of internalization (“eating”) by responding lymphocytes is
a simulation parameter and scales with cell size. Non-specific degradation is also
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a simulation parameter and encapsulates potential chemokine loss from
destruction by proteases, as well as adhesion to components of the stromal
network. Most importantly, this innate degradation is required to ensure that the
chemokine concentration drops off outside of the tissue it is actively being
produced in (e.g., the decline of the CXCL13 gradient in the extrafollicular zone).
Ultimately, our goal was to generate appropriately shaped chemokine gradients
throughout the BTU that replicate the estimated physiological levels in vivo (Allen
et al., 2004; Luther et al., 2002; Okada et al., 2005) and are within the known
optimal range of lymphocyte responsiveness (Stachowiak et al., 2006). Note that
we report the concentration of free chemokine, which is a direct representation of
the gradient visible to responsive cells. This value will be lower than in vivo
measurements based on histology, protein quantification and PCR, as it is
difficult to distinguish the true amount of free chemokine in solution from that
bound to the surface of lymphocytes/stromal cells with these methods. Based on
the estimation that lymphocytes express roughly 102-104 chemokine receptors
(Allen et al., 2004; Haynes et al., 2007; Reif et al., 2002; Victora et al., 2010), we
developed a chemokine model that results in a maximum of ~104 bound
chemokine receptors on a lymphocyte.
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Figure 9.2

Figure 9.2: Chemokine gradients in the BTU. (A) FDC-produced CXCL13
diffuses throughout the mesh but remains most concentrated within the follicle
where it is produced. (B) FRC-produced CCL21 diffuses throughout the
extrafollicular region and is less concentrated within the follicle.
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9.3

Chemotaxis model
The movement of chemokines in our simulation is regulated by Brownian

motion derived from first principles, where the rate of diffusion depends on size
and fluid viscosity (Berg, 1983). Chemotaxis, in turn, is primarily responsible for
determining the speed and direction of lymphocytes. To the extent possible, we
have modeled chemotaxis based strictly on the known mechanisms and
movement of lymphocytes in response to chemokines (reviewed in (Kay et al.,
2008; Swaney et al., 2010; Zigmond, 1978). Over a time interval, chemokine
molecules accumulate on the cell surface and the lymphocyte always attempts to
move in the direction determined by the maximum chemokine concentration
(Figure 9.3). In the crowded environment of the lymph node, the levels of
chemokines reaching a lymphocyte surface are affected by its position relative to
the chemokine-producing source, as well as competition for the chemokine by
other responsive lymphocytes in the area. The lymphocyte will continue to
attempt to move towards the maximum chemokine concentration for a
programmed “persistence time”. This time is based upon the experimentally
observed average time it takes an immune cell to re-orient itself in response to a
new chemokine gradient (~1-2 min) (Gerisch and Keller, 1981; Zigmond et al.,
1981). As the lymphocyte moves, bound chemokines are internalized while new
chemokine molecules continue to accumulate on the surface. After this
persistence time interval, the new surface chemokine distribution is used to
determine the new target direction.
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Figure 9.3

Figure 9.3: Chemotaxis driven lymphocyte movement. (A) An illustration
depicting the model of chemotaxis. At each time step, chemokine molecules bind
a lymphocytes’ surface (black dots), resulting in a single maximum concentration
point (yellow star). A lymphocyte will always attempt to travel in the direction of
the highest concentration (arrow), and will pursue the target direction for a
programmed amount of time, termed the persistence time (~1-2 min). This
represents the average time it takes for an immune cell to re-orient itself in
response to a new chemokine gradient. During movement, bound chemokines
are internalized while new molecules continue to accumulate on the surface. (BD) A cartoon depicting lymphocyte movement in tissue. Lymphocytes are
incompressible but are able to change shape (aspect ratio). Movement in a
crowded environment is only possible if there is sufficient room. (E) Tonsil
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histology slice depicting the dense cellular environment of a GC (stained for Bcell marker CD20). Original magnification: 40X.
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9.4

Lymphocyte localization and primary follicle homeostasis
Upon entering the BTU, naive B-cells migrate to the follicle following a

CXCL13 gradient (via CXCR5), while naive T-cells are attracted to CCL21/19 (via
CCR7) and remain in the extrafollicular region. In PathSim2, memory B-cells and
CD4/8 effector/memory T-cells are also responsive to CCL21/19 and localize to
the extrafollicular region, matching their physiological distribution in the tonsil.
Lymphocytes remain responsive to their respective chemokines for ~12-24 hr. At
this point, they switch chemokine preference and begin to follow an exit
chemokine gradient (S1P) generated by the efferent lymphatic vessels.
Lymphocytes then exit the tissue via the efferent lymphatics, which drain to the
lymph system at the bottom of the mesh.
Figure 9.4 depicts the BTU after homeostasis has been reached within the
primary follicle. As shown, the cells adopt the correct in vivo distribution with
memory B-cells (red), naive CD4/8 and effector/memory CD4/8 T-cells
(blue/green) localized to the extrafollicular region and naive B-cells (yellow)
occupying and filling the follicle. The simulation predicts therefore that simple
chemotaxis alone is sufficient to generate an anatomically correct primary follicle.
An animation of an empty BTU developing into a primary follicle at homeostasis
is included online as Video 9.2.
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Figure 9.4

Figure 9.4: Primary follicle homeostasis. (A) At homeostasis, memory B-cells
(red), naive CD4/8 and effector/memory CD4/8 T-cells (blue/green) are
distributed throughout the FRC populated extrafollicular zone while naïve B-cells
(yellow) are confined to the FDC populated follicle. For all PathSim2 graphical
visualizations, we display a cross-sectional slice through the tissue, orientated
with the epithelium facing up. Video 9.2 depicts an initially empty BTU developing
into a primary follicle at homeostasis. (B) Lymphocyte populations in the BTU at
homeostasis. Note that GC B-cells and plasma cells are not present in a primary
follicle at homeostasis (shown in (A)), however these populations are shown here
for future reference.
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Video 9.2: Primary follicle homeostasis. The video begins with an empty Basic
Tonsil Unit. As time progresses, lymphocytes enter the tissue. Colors: naive Bcells (red), memory B-cells (red), naive CD4/8 (blue/green) and effector/memory
CD4/8 T-cells (blue/green). Driven by chemotaxis, naive B-cells migrate to the
FDC populated follicle in response to CXCL13, while memory B-cells and T-cells
remain in the FRC populated extrafollicular region in response to CCL21/19.
Cells remain in the Basic Tonsil Unit for ~12-24 hours, at which point they
change their chemotaxis preference to the exit chemokine S1P and actively
leave via efferent lymphatics at the bottom of the tissue (exiting naive B-cells
shown in yellow).

Video 9.2 is available online as a flash animation (see link below), and can be
distributed directly, in any format, upon request.

Online Videos: http://pathsim2.ece.vt.edu/~jared/thesis.html
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Chapter 10
GC Structure

10.1

GCR overview
Our GC model begins with the introduction of 3 GC founder B-cells into a

primary follicle at homeostasis, as described in the previous section. The GC
founder B-cells proliferate within the FDC network during an initial expansion
phase, with a cell cycle time of ~6 hr. Proliferation continues until a signal
induces GC founder B-cells to differentiate into centrocytes, marking the end of
the expansion phase and the beginning of the next, competitive phase of the
GCR. In our model, this signal is given between hour 69-75 to allow a smooth
transition into the next phase around day 3, reproducing observed GC kinetics.
During the competitive phase of the GCR, the average cell-cycle time for a
GC B-cell is ~10 hr. Centroblast division takes ~5 hr, producing two daughter
cells that differentiate into functional centrocytes and move into the LZ to
undergo positive selection (Figure 10.1B). Centrocytes remain in the LZ for ~5 hr,
representing time spent interacting with antigen and competing for T-cell help.
Positive selection is modeled as a competition for a limited amount of antigen
that is continually presented by LZ FDCs. Centrocytes that lose this competition
die by apoptosis (negative selection). This encapsulation is designed to result in
a stable GC that fills the follicle and remains at equilibrium. Our simulation was
developed to study the movement dynamics of lymphocytes; therefore, we do not
specifically model antigen selection or affinity maturation. Positively selected
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centrocytes represent those cells that were able to successfully interact with
antigen and receive the necessary amount of T-cell help. Selected centrocytes
can recycle back to become centroblasts or leave the GC as output. Centroblasts
remain in the LZ or travel to the DZ before undergoing cell division. Centroblast
retention in the LZ is the unique feature that distinguishes our “modified cyclic reentry” model of GC dynamics from the traditional cyclic re-entry model
(discussed further below). Finally, with this mode of GC dynamics, the ratio of
centrocytes to centroblasts achieved (Figure 10.1B) is consistent with initial
published observations that centrocytes outnumbered centroblasts at the peak of
the GCR (MacLennan et al., 1990).
In our model, GC output is comprised of an equal mix of memory B-cells
and plasma cells. Memory B-cells actively exit the GC and leave the tissue via
the efferent lymphatics, following a S1P gradient. Plasma B-cells also leave the
GC, but then actively migrate towards the epithelium, as has been observed in
human tonsillar GCs (Dullaers et al., 2009). The epithelium provides a limited
niche for plasma cell retention, as has been observed by the discovery of
resident, presumably long-lived plasma cells in human tonsillar epithelium
(Medina et al., 2007; van Laar et al., 2007). In the current state of our model we
do not distinguish between short- and long-lived plasma cell populations – all
plasma cells have a limited lifespan of ~3 days. Survival in the epithelium is
modeled as competition for a limited survival resource produced by epithelial
cells, and is designed to reproduce the plasma cell population size seen in vivo.
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Plasma cells that do not receive this survival signal within a given time frame (~1
hr) actively leave the tissue and enter peripheral circulation.
The GC is maintained at homeostasis by a steadily secreted antigen. Free
antigen triggers the activation of the FDC network, which allows GC B-cells to
outcompete naive B-cells for space. Free antigen also enables LZ FDCs to
present limited antigen to centrocytes (positive selection), and drives the
production of activated follicular T-helper cells. While this current GC model does
not require direct follicular T-helper interactions during positive selection in the
LZ, follicular T-helper are present and occupy space within the LZ of the GC.
Follicular T-helper activation is constructed to maintain a stable population in the
GC (~5% of total GC-cells) while antigen is present.
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Figure 10.1

Figure 10.1: The modified cyclic re-entry model. This is the default state of our
simulation. (A) The GC-cell populations over time. After seeding by 3 GC founder
B-cells, a GC reaches peak size of ~104 cells in ~3-4 days – the initial expansion
phase. The mature GC populations reach a stable equilibrium after ~6 days. The
ratio of centrocytes to centroblasts at equilibrium is consistent with initial
published observations that centrocytes outnumbered centroblasts at the peak of
the GCR (MacLennan et al., 1990). After reaching equilibrium the GC remains in
this state. We do not model GC termination. All cell movement dynamics were
measured in a GC at equilibrium. (B) Centroblasts divide in the DZ, each
producing two centrocytes that cross from DZ → LZ. If successful in receiving
positive selection, centrocytes primarily differentiate back into centroblasts
(probability of pCB), and either remain in the LZ (probability of pLZ) or cross from
LZ → DZ (probability of 1-pLZ) before initiating division, thus completing the cell
cycle. A small percentage of selected centrocytes leaves the GC as output.
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Video 10.1 depicts the development of a GC starting from a primary follicle at
homeostasis.
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Video 10.1: Development of a mature GC. The video begins with a naive follicle
at homeostasis. It then follows the expansion of a GC initiated by 3 GC founder
B-cells (yellow) to the production of a mature GC consisting of anatomically
accurate MZ, LZ and DZ. Naive B-cells (red) highlight the MZ surrounding the
GC. The zonal structure of the GC begins to emerge after day 3 of the GCR, and
remains stable over the course of the animation, as centroblasts (DZ, pink) and
centrocytes (LZ, orange) cycle between zones. Follicular T-helpers are visible in
the LZ (light blue).

Video 10.1 is available online as a flash animation (see link below), and can be
distributed directly, in any format, upon request.

Online Videos: http://pathsim2.ece.vt.edu/~jared/thesis.html
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10.2 Mantle zone
During the initial expansion phase, as GC founder B-cells proliferate and
expand (Figure 10.1A, Video 10.1), they drive the naive B-cells away from the
center of the FDC network of the secondary follicle, thereby forming the MZ
(Figure 10.2). This occurs because lymphocytes, like their real-life counterparts,
are incompressible and must compete for space as they attempt to migrate up
chemokine gradients in the densely packed environment of the follicle. As the
secondary follicle is formed, FDCs alter their phenotype (Allen and Cyster, 2008;
El Shikh et al., 2006) such that naive B-cells are unable to move as efficiently
(lower chemotaxis parameter) as GC B-cells when interacting with the activated
FDC

network.

Consequently,

naive

B-cells

lose

the

chemotaxis-driven

competition for limited space in the follicle, which forces the naive B-cells out of
the GC and forms the MZ.
In vivo, the MZ typically caps the LZ, and may not extend around the
entire DZ (Hauser et al., 2010; MacLennan et al., 1990). Similarly, in our model
there are fewer naive B-cells beneath the DZ and the MZ is thicker around the
LZ. While this was not specifically programmed into the simulation, it is due to the
fact that naive B-cells are following a gradient of CXCL13, which is produced and
highest in concentration in the LZ. The overall size of the MZ is constrained from
the outside by pressure from lymphocytes in the extrafollicular region. Within this
tissue, lymphocytes (primarily T-cells) are following a gradient of CCL21/19
which is locally produced by FRCs. As CXCL13 is very low in concentration
relative to CXCL21/19, the lymphocytes in the extrafollicular region are able to
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out-compete naive B-cells for space. Any naive B-cells that are pushed past the
border of the follicle and enter the extrafollicular region will lose the competition
for space. If not addressed, this results in the artificial accumulation of naive Bcells along the side of the mesh. To compensate for this, we allow naive B-cells
to exit the BTU prematurely if they are forced into a region below a minimum
threshold concentration of CXCL13 (e.g., the extrafollicular region). This is a
minimal occurrence, but necessary due to the model of chemotaxis-driven
competition for limited space.
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Figure 10.2

Figure 10.2: Mantle zone anatomy. A cross-section through a mature GC at
equilibrium. Naive B-cells (yellow) highlight the MZ surrounding the GC
(orange/pink). T-cells (blue/green) are in the extrafollicular region, with the
exception of follicular T-helpers in the LZ (light blue). Video 10.1 depicts the
development of a GC (including MZ formation) starting from a primary follicle at
homeostasis.
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10.3 Light / dark zone
The characteristic feature of the traditional cyclic re-entry model is the
cycling of GC B-cells between functionally distinct DZs and LZs (Figure 10.1B),
where the cells undergo proliferation and selection respectively. Within the GC,
migration between the LZ and DZ is driven by regulated gradients of zonal
chemokines. Briefly, centroblasts in the DZ divide producing two centrocytes
which change their chemokine preference to a CXCL13 gradient generated in the
LZ, towards which they migrate. In the LZ, centrocytes undergo positive and
negative selection. Of the positively selected centrocytes, the majority
differentiate back into centroblasts, while the remainders leave the GC as output
(memory B-cells or plasma cells). Most centroblasts then change chemokine
preference and migrate back to the DZ, pursuing CXCL12 produced by activated
DZ FDCs, where they again initiate cell division. However, in our modified
version of the cyclic re-entry model a fraction of centroblasts remain in the LZ
and divide there. This modification was added to account for the LZ cell division
that has been observed in vivo (Allen et al., 2007b; Hauser et al., 2007a; Victora
et al., 2010; Wang and Carter, 2005). As pointed out by Hauser et al., division in
the LZ may indicate the beginning selection and differentiation to memory B-cells
and plasma cells (Cattoretti et al., 2005).
During the development of our model, we explored the nature of the
boundary between the LZ and DZ. Preliminary GCs appeared to consist of two
stacked zones (“snow man” morphology), as GC B-cells exclusively existed in
either the LZ or the DZ (Figure 10.4B). This led us to briefly investigate the use of
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an intermediary transition zone that contained both LZ and DZ FDCs. The
intention was to create a buffer zone to blend the CXCL13 and CXCL12
gradients and allow for a natural progression between the LZ and DZ, completely
excluding naive B-cells and forming an ellipsoidal GC. However, we found that
the desired anatomy could be maintained without the need for a transition zone if
centroblasts also remain responsive to CXCL13. While centroblasts preferentially
follow a CXCL12 gradient in the DZ, they also express lower levels of CXCR5
indicating they are also responsive to CXCL13 (Victora et al., 2010). In our
model, this secondary attraction to CXCL13 allows centroblasts to spill over into
the edges of the LZ and is sufficient to produce physiological anatomy.
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Figure 10.3

Figure 10.3: Light/Dark zone anatomy. A cross-section through a mature GC at
equilibrium. (A) Cells in the LZ (centrocytes) are responsive to CXCL13, shown in
(B). (C) Cells in the DZ (centroblasts) are primarily responsive to CXCL12, shown
in (D). B-cells highlighted in yellow are following the corresponding chemokine
gradients. Video 10.1 depicts the development of a GC (including LZ and DZ
formation) starting from a primary follicle at homeostasis.
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Figure 10.4

Figure 10.4: Ellipsoidal GC. Naive B-cells are tagged in yellow, while GC B-cells
are tagged in orange (LZ, centrocytes) and pink (DZ, centroblasts). (A)
Centroblasts express both CXCR5 and CXCR4, generating physiological
ellipsoidal GC morphology. (B) Centroblasts express only CXCR4, resulting in a
“snow man” morphology.
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10.4 Relative LZ/DZ size is influenced by length and magnitude of positive
selection
A recent publication from the Nussenzweig research group described the
clever combination of a photoactivatable fluorescent reporter system with
multiphoton microscopy as a means to specifically identify and label LZ and DZ
cells in vivo, which can then be separated and analyzed ex vivo (Victora et al.,
2010). This report provided the first quantitative measurement of relative LZ and
DZ population sizes. In their system, they observed a basal DZ:LZ ratio of ~1.9:1.
They authors went on to further demonstrate that the relative DZ:LZ ratio is
directly influenced by the amount of time spent in the LZ competing for positive
selection. Specifically, they demonstrated that indiscriminate T-cell help within a
GC skewed the DZ:LZ ratio heavily towards DZ cells. We used our simulation to
investigate this general finding in the context of our GC model. Analogous to the
in vivo study, the rate and magnitude of positive selection was increased to
facilitate faster transit through the LZ. Indeed, under these similar conditions our
model predicts that the relative size of the DZ population increases as the length
of time spent in the LZ undergoing positive selection decreases (Figure 10.5).
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Figure 10.5

Figure 10.5: DZ/LZ ratio is influenced by length of positive selection. Our default
model consists of ~5 hrs in the LZ and ~5 hrs in the DZ, resulting in a stable
centrocyte population that outnumbers centroblasts at equilibrium (and is in line
with initial published observations (MacLennan et al., 1990)). Increasing the rate
and magnitude of positive selection such that centrocytes instead transit through
the LZ in ~2 hrs results in a reversal of this ratio, with centroblasts now
outnumbering centrocytes (reproducing dynamics comparable to a recent in vivo
study (Victora et al., 2010)).
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10.5 GC structure requires chemotaxis-driven competition for limited space
Figure 10.3 depicts the structure produced by the default simulation of a
mature GC at peak size and the chemokine gradients that produced it. Note the
densely packed cellularity of the GC, correctly mimicking the type of environment
seen in vivo (Figure 9.3E). This structure is produced solely by our chemotaxis
model and the competition for space within this densely packed environment.
The simulation accurately produces all of the characteristic features of a normal
mature GC including appropriately sized and positioned MZ, LZ and DZ. Thus,
the simulation predicts that under the condition of competition for limited space in
a crowded environment, chemotaxis of incompressible cells is sufficient to drive
the formation of an anatomically correct GC.
GC B-cells are not able to maintain a stable GC structure if they lose their
competitive advantage over naive B-cells. Figure 10.6 demonstrates that as the
naive B-cell chemotaxis parameter is increased and approaches that of GC Bcells, so does their ability to outcompete GC B-cells for space within the FDC
network. MZ and GC integrity is completely lost when GC B-cells lose all of their
competitive advantage (10.6D). Therefore, the simulation predicts that some form
of GC B-cell competitive advantage for access to a secondary follicle is
necessary for maintenance of distinct MZ and GC anatomical structures.
In addition to the competitive advantage of GC B-cells, space must be
limiting to generate and maintain GC structure; as is the case in vivo, there is no
barrier that physically restricts naive B-cells from entering the activated
secondary follicle. To demonstrate the requirement for a dense cellular
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environment in maintaining GC anatomy, we have populated the BTU with ~1/10
the physiological number of lymphocytes (including ~1/10 GC B-cells). In this
sparsely packed tissue, the integrity of the MZ, LZ and DZ are all compromised
(Figure 10.7). As discussed above, the MZ is formed when naive B-cells are
pushed from the follicle by GC B-cells. Similarly, the LZ and DZ are maintained
when full of GC B-cells. If there is sufficient free space inside the follicle, there
are no driving forces to exclude naive B-cells from residing there. Our model
predicts, therefore, that physiological MZ and GC anatomy emerges from
chemotaxis-driven competition of incompressible cells in a densely packed
environment.
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Figure 10.6

Figure 10.6: Naive B-cell chemotaxis in the GC. In all panels, the GC B-cell
chemotaxis parameter is 12 µm/min. Increasing the naive B-cell (shown in
yellow) chemotaxis parameter [(A) 6 µm/min (B) 8 µm/min (C) 10 µm/min (D) 12
µm/min] directly affects the relative ability of naive B-cells to compete for space
within the LZ, destroying the GC (shown in orange/pink) architecture.
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Figure 10.7

Figure 10.7: GC anatomy depends on a dense environment. In a sparsely
populated BTU (~1/10 physiological levels), there is ample free space throughout
the follicle and extra-follicular region. Under these conditions, naive B-cells
(shown in yellow) are not driven from the secondary follicle by GC B-cells (LZ
cells shown in orange, DZ cells shown in pink). This highlights the notion that
there is no physical barrier restricting naive B-cells from entering a GC. In our
system, it is the chemotaxis-driven competition for limited space that drives their
exclusion, forming the MZ and maintaining the overall GC structure (LZ and DZ).
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Chapter 11
GC B-cell Motility

11.1

"Persistent random walk"
The work described so far demonstrates that we have successfully

developed an agent-based model of secondary lymphoid tissue at the macro
level that produces accurate GC anatomy and dynamic development, as
emergent properties of chemotaxis-driven competition in a densely packed
environment. We next tested the validity and robustness of this model by
measuring the predictions it makes about movement behavior at the single cell
level and comparing these predictions to experimental observations.
We analyzed the movement behavior of individual GC B-cells in the
physiologically correct, dense environment of a mature GC at homeostasis.
Analogous to in vivo intra-vital imaging studies, we generated a threedimensional imaging window depicting a slice through the GC, and a subset of
lymphocytes were tagged with a virtual dye, allowing them to be tracked. The
dimensions of the imaging window and the elapsed time between frames differ
between the groups who have studied GC dynamics in vivo (Allen et al., 2007b;
Hauser et al., 2007a; Schwickert et al., 2007). Therefore, we adjusted these
parameters to match those used in each study. For example, when modeling the
work of Allen et al., we used their window depth of 108 µm and tracked B-cell
positions every 20 sec. We then compared behavior predicted by the simulation
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with the experimental results obtained by the three separate groups who kindly
supplied us with their primary data sets.
Figure 11.1A plots the 10 min trajectory of individual GC B-cells from the
Allen et al. data set, demonstrating that these cells are highly motile in all
directions. As shown in Figure 11.1B, the overall trajectory of GC B-cells is
comparable over the same time frame. A common way of describing the
movement behavior of a cell is to plot the average displacement versus time1/2
(Beltman et al., 2009; Sumen et al., 2004). This analysis has been used to define
the so called “persistent random walk” behavior of GC B-cells in vivo (Allen et al.,
2007b; Figge et al., 2008; Schwickert et al., 2007). An example of such a plot is
shown in Figure 11.1C, using cell track data from Allen et al. Over short timescales (0-1.5 min1/2), GC B-cells show signs of persistent motion, as indicated by
a super-linear increase in displacement versus time1/2. Over longer time scales
(1.5-3 min1/2), displacement becomes linear versus time1/2 and is consistent with
cells undergoing a random walk. Applying the experimental conditions (i.e.,
imaging window dimensions, sampling time and the minimum track length) of
Allen et al. to the simulation, we derived the track data shown in Figure 11.1D.
Simulation and in vivo data were almost super-imposable, and the motility
coefficients (M) for the simulation (21.94 µm2min-1) and the in vivo (22.80
µm2min-1) data set were indistinguishable. In an attempt to quantify how well the
simulation is able to recapitulate the in vivo data, we plotted the average cell
displacement over time from Allen et al. directly against the average
displacement of GC B-cells in the simulation. We then performed a linear
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regression analysis; if the data sets are identical, we would expect a 1:1
correlation of the two data sets, yielding a regression coefficient (slope) of 1.0
from the plot. When we apply this method to test how closely the simulation
represents the data from Allen et al., we find a regression coefficient of 0.95,
another indication of how similar these data are to each other (Figure 11.1E).
An identical analysis comparing simulation output to the in vivo data from
Schwickert et al. and Hauser et al. is shown in Figures 11.2 and 11.3. As before,
the simulation output closely corresponded with the experimental data sets
(Schwickert et al. M=12.62 µm2min-1 versus PathSim2 M=14.06 µm2min-1;
Hauser et al. M=7.22 µm2min-1 versus PathSim2 M=7.13 µm2min-1). This is
evidenced by regression coefficients of 1.01 and 0.96 for Schwickert et al. and
Hauser et al. respectively. To best match these in vivo data sets, we found it
necessary to slightly decrease the programmed chemotaxis velocity for GC Bcells, as compared to the default values used to match the Allen et al. data set.
Justification for this parameter adjustment comes from directly comparing the
three in vivo data sets to each other. This comparison is difficult to do, as each in
vivo group used different imaging parameters. One approach is to re-analyze the
in vivo data sets after normalizing data acquisition to a common time step (37-45
sec), window thickness (30 µm), and minimum track length (10 min). When we
do this, we see that the three in vivo data sets indeed display different velocity
measurements (Figure 11.4). Due to the normalization process, these values
shouldn’t be interpreted as actual velocity, but rather be used as a means to
assess the relative discrepancy in measurements between the three groups.
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Aside from this, we conclude that the “persistent random walk” behavior of GC Bcells is evident in all the in vivo data and is an emergent property of our
simulation.
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Figure 11.1

Figure 11.1: Random walk analysis of experimental (Allen et al.) and simulation
output. (A-B) 10 min trajectory of representative tracks from (n=100) from (A)
Allen et al. and (B) PathSim2. (C) In vivo data from Allen et al. (n=400; M=21.94
µm2min-1). (D) PathSim2 data (n=3741; M=22.80 µm2min-1). The green line is the
best fit regression line to the data points (red-bars, SD). Note the initial super
113

linear behavior reflecting directed movement. The blue dashed line is the
predicted best-fit for true random walk. At later times observed behavior
approximates true random walk (linear over time1/2). (E) A linear regression
between experimental and simulation output. The average displacement over
time1/2 from the Allen et al. data set is plotted against the average displacement
over time1/2 from the simulation data. A linear regression analysis (in the form of
y=b*x) yields a regression coefficient (b) of 0.9544 (95% confidence intervals:
0.9459, 0.9628), indicating that these data are indeed comparable.
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Figure 11.2

Figure 11.2: Random walk analysis of experimental (Schwickert et al.) and
simulation output. (A-B) 10 min trajectory of a tracks from (n=100) from (A)
Schwickert et al. and (B) PathSim2. (C) In vivo data from Schwickert et al.
(n=310; M=12.60 µm2min-1). (D) PathSim2 data (n= 3247; M=14.06 µm2min-1).
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The green line is the best fit regression line to the data points (red bars, SD).
Note the initial super linear behavior reflecting directed movement. The blue
dashed line is the predicted best-fit for true random walk. At later times observed
behavior approximates true random walk (linear over time1/2). (E) Linear
regression analysis (in the form of y=b*x) yields a regression coefficient (b) of
1.0142 (95% confidence intervals: 1.0037, 1.0246)
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Figure 11.3

Figure 11.3: Random walk analysis of experimental (Hauser et al.) and
simulation output. (A-B) 10 min trajectory of a tracks from (n=100) from (A)
Hauser et al. and (B) PathSim2. (C) In vivo data from Hauser et al. (n=483;
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M=7.22 µm2min-1). (D) PathSim2 data (n=1407; M=7.13 µm2min-1). The green
line is the best fit regression line to the data points (red bars, SD). Note the initial
super linear behavior reflecting directed movement. The blue dashed line is the
predicted best-fit for true random walk. At later times observed behavior
approximates true random walk (linear over time1/2). (E) Linear regression
analysis (in the form of y=b*x) yields a regression coefficient (b) of 0.9615 (95%
confidence intervals: 0.9575, 0.9654)
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Figure 11.4

Figure 11.4: Comparison of average instantaneous velocity from in vivo data. All
three data sets were normalized to common experimental parameters (time step
of 37-45 sec, minimum track length of 10 min, and an imaging window thickness
of 30 µm) and re-analyzed over 10-min. Allen et al. (n=89), Schwickert et al.
(n=75), Hauser et al. (n=227).
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11.2

"Persistent random walk" is an emergent behavior
One of the main conclusions to emerge from these studies is that

“persistent random walk” behavior is evident in the simulation and in all of the
available experimental data. In the simulation, we believe that this behavior
emerges from the chemotaxis-driven competition of incompressible GC B-cells
for limited space in densely packed tissue. However, as our model is fairly
complex, it is important to perform the necessary controls and to formally explore
the influence that individual model components have on the observed movement
behavior. The key areas to investigate are the dense cellular environment, our
model of chemokine production, and chemotaxis-driven competition for space.

a.

Dense cellular environment
As a cell moves in the dense environment of a packed GC, its trajectory

will be influenced by the external forces imparted by the movement of
neighboring cells. To demonstrate the extent of this phenomenon, we adjusted
the simulation to create a sparsely populated GC (~1/10 physiological
lymphocyte density). Under these conditions, the average displacement over
time of GC B-cells does not appear to follow a “persistent random walk”
trajectory, as seen in vivo (Figure 11.5A, regression coefficient of 2.51). This
behavior results from cell movement in an environment with an excess of free
space. Under these conditions, GC B-cells tend to travel in a straight path for
longer amounts of time (~4-5 min), as there are no impediments to their path
(Figure 11.5B). (Note that in contrast to random movement, directed movement
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is observed by analyzing average displacement over linear time.) The length of
this path (~50 µm) is directly influenced by the tissue’s element size, which
ultimately limits the resolution of the chemokine gradient in our model. These
results demonstrate that the external forces imparted by the movement of cells
within the dense environment of the GC are essential in generating “persistent
random walk” behavior in our model, indicating that chemotaxis alone is not
sufficient.
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Figure 11.5

Figure 11.5: Dense environment is required for “persistent random walk”. (A)
Average cumulative displacement over time1/2 is shown for GC B-cell movement
in a dense GC (blue ≡ in vivo, n=5322), as compared to a sparse GC (red,
n=654) in which lymphocyte density has been reduced to ~1/10 physiological
values. Linear regression analysis comparing sparse to dense results in a
regression coefficient of 2.5071 (95% confidence intervals: 2.4107, 2.6035). (B)
Directed movement analysis of GC B-cells’ movement behavior within the sparse
environment from (A). Note that this analysis plots average cumulative
displacement (shown in red, bars denote SD) over linear time. The blue dashed
line is the best-fit regression for directed movement over the entire 10 min period.
The linear increase in displacement over the first 4-5 min indicates directed
movement.
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b.

Chemokine production
In the simulation, chemokines are produced by FDCs in the follicle using a

non-synchronous, feedback-controlled mechanism that generates random
concentration

fluctuations.

This

model

was

implemented

to

generate

physiological chemokine gradients, in which the chemokine concentration is
relatively uniform throughout the follicle. However, as random chemokine
production could potentially induce random movement, we next wanted to test if
this chemokine production model was driving the observed “persistent random
walk” behavior. To address this, we altered the model such that chemokine
production by FDCs is continuous. Under these conditions, “persistent random
walk” behavior still emerges, albeit with a slight decrease in average
displacement over 10 min (Figure 11.6, regression coefficient of 0.89). We can
conclude, therefore, that “persistent random walk” behavior is not a direct result
of the randomly fluctuating chemokine gradient in our model, but instead
emerges from chemotaxis in a dense environment.
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Figure 11.6

Figure 11.6: Fluctuating chemokine production model does not drive “persistent
random walk”. In the default GC model, FDCs produce chemokine in an
unsynchronized fashion, leading to a locally fluctuating chemokine gradient (blue,
n=5322). However, this production model is not responsible for driving “persistent
random walk” behavior. As a control, FDCs were programmed to constantly
produce cytokine. “Persistent random walk” behavior still emerges, albeit with a
slight reduction in average cumulative displacement over a 10 min period (red,
n=3501). Linear regression analysis comparing constant production to fluctuating
(sim. default ≡ in vivo) results in a regression coefficient of 0.8925 (95%
confidence intervals: 0.8846, 0.9004), indicating that fluctuation has very little, if
any, affect on movement behavior.
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c.

Chemotaxis-driven competition for space
Finally, we wanted to explore the influence of chemotaxis-driven

competition for space in generating “persistent random walk” behavior. This can
be demonstrated by analyzing GC B-cell movement within the extrafollicular
region. While this region is densely packed with T-cells, they are following a
gradient of CCL21/19 produced by FRCs. GC B-cells, in contrast, actively pursue
CXCL13 (produced by FDCs in the follicle). Thus, these two cell populations are
competing for access to two different chemokines and, thus, different space. To
show the effect that this has on movement behavior, we seeded a small number
of GC B-cells in the dense extra-follicular tissue outside of a primary follicle full of
naive B-cells and tracked their movement over time. Despite navigation through
the dense extrafollicular region, these GC B-cells are able to move in a directed
path, as they pursue the sharp gradient of CXCL13 that points in towards the
follicle (Fig 11.7A). When compared to the movement behavior of GC B-cells
within a packed GC, it is clear that this directed movement does not generate
“persistent random walk” behavior (Figure 11.7B, regression coefficient of 3.27).
Interestingly, this behavior is reminiscent of the directed movement of antigenactivated naive B-cells observed in vivo (Okada et al., 2005; Reif et al., 2002).
Upon stimulation with antigen, naive B-cells in the follicle were shown to cease
random movement and migrate with a directional preference towards the edge of
the follicle. Taken together with the results presented here, this indicates that
chemotaxis-driven competition for space is required to generate “persistent
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random walk” behavior. Furthermore, it suggests that tissue density alone is not
sufficient to generate physiological movement behavior.

We have shown the “persistent random walk” is evident in all of the
experimental data and is an emergent property of the simulation. Based on the
results from these control experiments, we conclude that “persistent random
walk”

behavior

emerges

from

the

chemotaxis-driven

competition

of

incompressible GC B-cells for limited space in densely packed tissue; neither the
underlying chemotaxis model nor the tissue density alone is sufficient to drive
this behavior.
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Figure 11.7

Figure 11.7: “Persistent random walk” emerges from chemotaxis-driven
competition for space. (A) Directed movement analysis of GC B-cells (n=105)
moving through the extrafollicular region. Note that this analysis plots average
cumulative displacement over linear time. The green line is the best fit regression
line to the data points (red bars, SD). The blue dashed line is the best-fit
regression for true linear movement. The green and blue lines are overlaid,
indicating that this movement is entirely directed. (B) The directed (red)
movement from (A) is shown in a random walk analysis, as compared to the
“persistent random walk” (blue ≡ in vivo, n=5322) behavior of GC B-cells within
the densely packed GC. Linear regression analysis comparing directed
movement to “persistent random walk” results in a regression coefficient of
3.2723 (95% confidence intervals: 3.1903, 3.3543).
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11.3

Comprehensive motility analysis
To further test the predictive capacity of the simulation we performed a

comprehensive movement analysis on populations of individual GC B-cells and
compared the output with the experimental data from three different groups
(Allen et al., 2007b; Hauser et al., 2007a; Schwickert et al., 2007). In each case,
simulation data were acquired by replicating the identical experimental setup to
the in vivo study. The motility parameters we measured were average
instantaneous velocity, displacement rate, turning angle, and confinement
(Beltman et al., 2009; Sumen et al., 2004). In every case, the simulation output
closely replicated the experimental data from all three studies (Figure 11.8). This
analysis is also displayed as cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) in Figure
11.9. For each in vivo comparison, the simulation chemotaxis parameter was
decreased to the values derived from matching the “persistent random walk”
output, as described previously. Again, it is clear that the simulation closely
matched the experimental data. There were only minor discrepancies with the
velocity and turning angle measurements from the Hauser et al. data set. The
cause of this difference is unclear (see Discussion). These results demonstrate
that in addition to recapitulating “persistent random walk” behavior, our model is
sufficient to reproduce the majority of motility measurements from the in vivo
data. We also performed a comprehensive motility comparison between the in
vivo data sets after normalizing the experimental conditions (Figure 11.10). This
analysis confirmed that, aside from slight differences in observed velocity, data
from all three in vivo groups display qualitatively similar movement behavior.
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One of the advantages of using a simulation is the ability to study the
behavior of all cells within the GC, without being restricted to a specific imaging
window. This allows us to predict the extent to which the constraints of
experimental design influence observed behavior. Movement analysis from all
GC B-cells is shown in Figure 11.11, contrasted with the experimental data
(using analogous time steps during data gathering). Again the simulation
produced comparable results to the corresponding in vivo measurements for all
four motility parameters. As compared to the previous simulation motility results
obtained with restricted imaging windows (Figure 11.8), there appears to be little
qualitative difference in velocity, turning angle and displacement rate
measurements from the whole GC. However, confinement (defined as
displacement / track length) has been reduced in all cases. Without the
constraints of an imaging window, tracks will be longer, thus reducing this
measurement. We conclude that, for the most part, the experimental output from
all three studies is representative of the entire GC.
In conclusion, the simulation predicts the movement behavior of GC Bcells as reported in three separate experimental studies and that the
experimentally observed motility results are broadly representative of an entire
GC. Furthermore, the simulation predicts that the disparity in movement behavior
between the three in vivo groups is a function of both different time steps and
intrinsically different measurements of velocity, but not significantly affected by
imaging window thickness. These results provide unique insight into the
published data and demonstrate the robustness and utility of the simulation.
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Figure 11.8

Figure 11.8: GC-cell movement behavior. Motility parameters of simulation GC Bcells (n=1407-3741) compared to in vivo measurements of GC B-cells from Allen
et al. (n=400), Schwickert et al. (n=310) and Hauser et al. (n=483). Data are from
a 30 min (Allen et al., Schwickert et al.) or 60 min (Hauser et al.) imaging
session. Simulation data are acquired with comparable imaging parameters to
the matched in vivo study, and should be contrasted to the in vivo data set to the
left. Note that the observed velocity is always lower than the programmed
velocity because movement is impeded in the densely packed environment of the
GC.
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Figure 11.9

Figure 11.9: GC-cell movement behavior displayed as cumulative distribution
functions. The same data from Figure 11.8 are plotted as CDFs. Simulation data
are displayed by dotted lines, and color-matched to the corresponding
experimental data. Extreme outliers seen in Figure 11.8 have been removed for
clarity. Note that simulation data fall within the range of variation as defined by
the experimental data sets.
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Figure 11.10

Fig 11.10: Comparative motility analysis of in vivo data. All three data sets were
normalized to common experimental parameters (time step of 37-45 sec,
minimum track length of 10 min, and an imaging window thickness of 30 µm) and
re-analyzed over 30 min. Allen et al. (n=89), Schwickert et al. (n=75), Hauser et
al. (n=227).
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Figure 11.11

Figure 11.11: Experimentally sampled data are consistent with whole GC
behavior. Motility parameters from simulation (n=3190-5365), compared to
experimental measurements of GC B-cells from Allen et al. (n=400), Schwickert
et al. (n=310) and Hauser et al. (n=483). Simulation data were acquired for the
whole GC without the constraint of an imaging window. Data are from a 30 min
(Allen et al., Schwickert et al.) or 60 min (Hauser et al.) imaging session.
Simulation output is compared to in vivo data using corresponding time steps.
Note that varying imaging window does not significantly change observed
movement behavior.
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11.4

Chemotaxis model is robust
In a previous study attempting to model GC dynamics (for a detailed

comparison and analysis see Discussion) the authors found that the stability of
their model was very sensitive to chemotaxis “strength” (Figge et al., 2008).
Specifically, the model broke down under strong chemotaxis and the authors had
to resort to invoking complex chemotaxis behavior that included “weak”
chemotaxis, “desensitization”, and “transient unresponsiveness” to generate the
correct output. In our model, we simply apply a single value for chemotaxis
strength. Essentially, this can be considered a pre-assigned value for the velocity
of a cell when responding unimpeded to a chemokine gradient, and which
produces speeds in the GC environment consistent with those observed
experimentally. When we varied this parameter over a wide range (five-fold), we
found it had only modest effects on the four parameters of cell movement (Figure
11.12). This result demonstrates that unlike Figge et al., our simulation is very
robust in the face of varied chemotaxis responsiveness and predicts that the
observed velocities of cells within the GC is highly dependent on the constraints
applied by the densely packed environment of the GC.
Additionally, our model is robust over a several log variation of chemokine
concentrations in the BTU. As mentioned earlier, physiological estimates of the
magnitude of chemokine concentrations are crude at best, and it is difficult to
distinguish the true amount of free chemokine in solution from that bound to the
surface of lymphocytes/stromal cells. The default chemokine production model
was designed such that a GC B-cell would have ~104 bound chemokine
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receptors at any given moment, based on the estimation that lymphocytes have
roughly ~102-104 chemokine receptors. However, for the purpose of sensitivity
testing, we ignored this assumption and varied chemokine production over a
~1000-fold range (data not shown). Note that in our model, chemokine receptors
do not become saturated; for all chemokine concentrations tested, each cell has
a maximum surface chemokine concentration and a target direction in which they
attempt to travel. This simulated experiment is analogous to varying the
chemokine concentration in vitro between the lower (minimum detected) and
upper (receptor saturation) levels. In all cases we did not observe any significant
differences in the motility output, demonstrating once again the robustness of our
chemotaxis model.
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Figure 11.12

Figure 11.12: GC B-cell chemotaxis and motility output. Motility output from
whole GC B-cells (n=~5300-5500) was assessed over a range of programmed
chemotaxis values. The measurement of agent tracks was not constrained by an
imaging window and spans the entire GC.
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Chapter 12
Inter-zonal Crossing Analysis

12.1

Predicted inter-zonal crossing of the “modified cyclic re-entry”

model
One of the controversies in the field of GC dynamics is whether the
published data are consistent with the traditional cyclic re-entry model. In this
model, the DZ and LZ are functionally distinct areas and cells are predicted to
move between them over the course of a cell cycle to undergo proliferation and
selection, respectively. The default setting for our simulation is a modified version
of this model. The modification lies in allowing a small fraction of cells to divide in
the LZ, which has been reproducibly observed in vivo (Allen et al., 2007b; Hauser
et al., 2007a; Victora et al., 2010; Wang and Carter, 2005). The predicted interzonal crossing has been observed by three different groups; however, they report
variable rates and differing interpretations of the supported GC model. In
particular, Hauser et al. proposed that the crossing rates are too low to
accommodate the cyclic re-entry model and instead proposed an intra-zonal
circulation model in which there is limited exchange of cells between the zones.
Allen et al. and Schwickert et al., on the other hand, believe their data to be
consistent with that of a cyclic re-entry model.
We have used our simulation to analyze the basis for the variation in
published rates and its implications for discriminating the different models.
Representative predicted crossing tracks from the simulation over a 30 min
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period are shown in Figure 12.1A,B and display the expected directed trajectory
of cells crossing between zones. In Figure 12.3C we compare predicted
simulation output for zonal crossing with the results from the three experimental
groups.

a.

Allen et al.
In their published analysis, Allen et al. required that cells cross a boundary

of ~20 µm between the zones, in order to be classified as crossing. (Note that
this boundary is between the LZ and DZ, and distinct from the previously
discussed imaging window. To be clear, the crossing boundary is applied
between the LZ and DZ in the GC cross-section, where the GC cross-section
dimensions are determined by the imaging window.) When we applied the
experimental conditions of Allen et al., the simulation correctly predicated results
consistent with the experimental data. (Note that in the simulation, predicted
crossing tracks all represent true zonal exchange. That is, there is no error
associated with crossing predicted by the simulation, and all of the crossing
tracks were undergoing inter-zonal migration as specified by our model.) Thus,
the inter-zonal crossing frequency reported by Allen et al. is consistent with the
“modified cyclic re-entry” model presented here.

b.

Schwickert et al.
Out of the three experimental groups, Schwickert et al. reported the

highest rate of inter-zonal crossing (depicted in Figure 12.1). However, when we
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apply their experimental conditions to the simulation, we predicted significantly
lower crossing frequencies. We believe this discrepancy is due, in part, to the
specific crossing analysis used by this group. In contrast to Allen et al.,
Schwickert et al. observed inter-zonal crossing using a less stringent 0 µm
boundary. This type of analysis is less likely to accurately distinguish between
true inter-zonal crossing and local cell movement. The imposed 0 µm boundary
used in the analysis was experimentally determined based on FDC staining, but
will not truly represent the LZ-DZ border, which is not going to follow a clearly
defined line. Furthermore, as was indicated in the previous section, GC B-cells
are quire motile and display a variable trajectory. A crossing analysis along such
a boundary would be expected to yield false positives, as cells will travel back
and forth in the course of normal movement. Indeed, when we re-analyzed the
original data set applying a 20 µm boundary to the LZ/DZ interface estimated by
Schwickert et al., most tracks previously identified as crossing failed this
analysis. Similar to the data from Allen et al., the inter-zonal crossing frequency
determined by this stringent analysis closely matched that predicted by the
simulation, and thus, is compatible with the “modified cyclic re-entry” model of
GC dynamics.

c.

Hauser et al.
Similar to Schwickert et al., Hauser et al. determined inter-zonal crossing

using an estimated 0 µm boundary. Interestingly, when we applied the Hauser et
al. experimental conditions to the simulation, the predicted crossing was
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compatible with the experimental data. Although this same inter-zonal crossing
frequency had been previously determined to be incompatible with a cyclic reentry model, we conclude that it is indeed compatible with the “modified cyclic reentry” model presented here. We also re-analyzed the Hauser et al. data set by
applying a 20 µm boundary, which resulted in no crossing tracks. General
discordance between the simulation and in vivo data may reflect the exclusion
criteria applied during track reconstruction, which were different for each group
and require subjective judgment, as well as the thickness and orientation of the
applied window (for more analysis see Discussion).

In summary, the GC B-cell crossing frequencies predicted by our
simulation are, for the most part, comparable with in vivo estimates. Furthermore,
since our default simulation is a “modified cyclic-re-entry” model, we may
conclude that experimentally observed crossing frequencies are consistent with
such a model. Most importantly, we show that predicted crossing for the imaging
window used by Hauser et al. is comparable with that seen in vivo, and therefore,
not in conflict with a cyclic re-entry model. We suggest that previously
contradictory results stem from a failure to account for imaging window thickness
when interpreting inter-zonal crossing frequencies.
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Figure 12.1

Figure 12.1: Inter-zonal Crossing. (A-B) Representative crossing tracks from the
simulation over a 30 min imaging period. The dashed line approximates the
LZ/DZ boundary and is included for reference. (C) Inter-zonal crossing frequency
of in vivo and paired PathSim2 output. The crossing analysis of all in vivo data
sets was previously determined by the original authors. We reanalyzed the data
sets from Schwickert et al. and Hauser et al. applying a 20 µm boundary. The
frequency of cells crossing between zones was measured during a 30 min (Allen
et al., Schwickert et al.) or 60 min (Hauser et al.) imaging session (Allen et al.,
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n=698; Schwickert et al., n=257; Hauser et al., n=117; PathSim2, n=3177-3528).
Simulation data were acquired using an experimental setup identical to each
matched in vivo study. The imaging windows used were Allen et al., 108 µm;
Schwickert et al., 50 µm; Hauser et al., 30 µm. (Note that the error bars for
original Schwickert et al. crossing frequencies were estimated from the published
graph).
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12.2

Using the simulation to gain insight into experimental data
We next used the simulation to further demonstrate the influence that

depth of the imaging window had on the predicted frequency of inter-zonal
crossing, to determine whether this parameter alone could account for the
variation observed by each of the three groups in vivo. (Note that the imaging
window depth determines the thickness of the GC cross-section.) Indeed, the
simulation predicted that the number of crossing events observed should
decrease as the imaging window depth contracts (Figure 12.2). For example, thin
imaging windows (such as that used by Hauser et al.) are expected to capture
only minimal crossing events and are subject to increased variation between
independent imaging sessions. A track must remain within the imaging window
for a minimum amount of time to be included in the analysis, and the likelihood
that a crossing track will do so while actually traveling between zones decreases
with the imaging window thickness. This was confirmed with the experimental
data, in that the Hauser et al. group used the thinnest imaging window and
observed the lowest crossing frequency. The importance of the depth of the
imaging window provides an explanation as to why the crossing frequency
observed by Hauser et al. was in direct conflict with the estimated crossing
frequency required to sustain a cyclic re-entry model, as previously calculated by
the authors. This conflict arose, in part, from failing to account for the effect that a
thin imaging window would have on observed crossing frequency. Interestingly,
we find that the crossing rates from a whole GC (no imaging window) predicted
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by our simulation are compatible with the rates theorized by Hauser et al (which
also represented crossing from a whole GC).
Finally, we used the simulation to explore the relative amount of error
introduced during track reconstruction between the three experimental groups. A
cell can only be tracked while it remains in the imaging window. In the absence of
error, short tracks are the result of cells that leave the imaging window before the
end of the analysis. Figure 12.3 displays the predicted distribution of track length
for the various imaging window dimensions used. Our simulation predicts that
track length is correlated with imaging window thickness. When we compared
these predicted track lengths to the actual distributions from the in vivo data, in
all cases the observed track lengths were skewed towards a shorter duration.
This is due to intrinsic error associated with track reconstruction, mainly the
difficulty in successfully following a single cell over time. Our results suggest that
this error overwhelms any potential differences in track length due to imaging
window thickness.
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Figure 12.2

Figure 12.2: The effect of varying imaging window depth on inter-zonal crossing
measurements. (A) The crossing frequency of GC B-cells (n=1297-5805) was
assessed over varying imaging window depths during a 30 min imaging session.
Each analysis was performed in triplicate from independent GC simulations and
error bars indicate SEM. (B-D) Visualization depicting the relative thickness of
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various window depths, representing windows used by Hauser et al. (B) and
Allen et al. (C). The entire GC is shown in (D). In all frames, LZ cells in the
process of crossing from LZ→DZ are shown in yellow.
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Figure 12.3

Figure 12.3: Experimental measurements are biased against detecting longer
track lengths. The actual observed cumulative cell track lengths are shown for all
three in vivo data sets as a percentage over time (solid lines). For comparison,
the Schwickert et al. (n=188) and Hauser et al. (n=217) data sets were examined
using the criteria of Allen et al. (n=400). That is, over a 30 min analysis, each cell
track must remain in the imaging window for a minimum of 10 min to be included.
Observed track lengths predicted by the simulation are shown for each of the
three experimental conditions: Allen et al., n=3741; Schwickert et al., n=1903;
Hauser et al., n=716 (dashed lines). Note that the distribution of track lengths for
each in vivo study is predicted by the simulation to vary with the size of the
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imaging window used. In each case, the observed distribution is further skewed
towards shorter track lengths due to technical limitations in track reconstruction.
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12.3

“Modified cyclic re-entry” model is robust
We have shown above that observed inter-zonal crossing rates are

consistent with a “modified cyclic re-entry” model. One advantage of a simulation
is it allows us to test a wide range of parameter values to predict if published
results are consistent with the model or whether certain results are incompatible.
Put another way, this allows us to test how robust out model is when challenged
with the extremes of experimentally credible parameter values. As stated above,
the major objection to the cyclic re-entry model depends on the frequency and
interpretation of zonal crossing rates. Therefore, we have used the simulation to
predict the sensitivity of two parameters that might be expected to affect crossing
rates sufficiently to confound the model. These parameters are cell cycle time
and the fraction of cells allowed to divide in the LZ.
Reports of cell cycle time for GC B-cells have ranged from an average of
~8 hr (Hauser et al.) to ~12 hr or longer (Allen et al.), and the default value from
our simulation is ~10 hr. We used the simulation to predict the result of varying
cell-cycle time from 6 hr to 14 hr (Figure 12.4A). As the average cell cycle time
increases, the number of GC B-cells observed crossing between zones
decreases, as expected. However, these differences were minimal across the
range of times tested and remain compatible with published experimental values.
Although no precise value was initially given, we estimated from published
literature that ~20% of centroblasts remain in the LZ to undergo cell division
(Allen et al., 2007b; Hauser et al., 2007a; Victora et al., 2010). We have varied
this value in the simulation from 0%, as predicted by the original cyclic re-entry
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model, through 20%, the observed value and default setting for the simulation, to
40%, well above what has actually been observed (Figure 12.4B). As expected,
the crossing frequency decreases as LZ division increases; however, again the
changes were minimal and remain compatible with experimental values.
From these studies we conclude that our model does not become
compromised when tested across the range of experimentally credible values;
this indicates that our model is robust and stable. This analysis also revealed that
observed inter-zonal crossing rates are compatible with both the modified and
traditional cyclic re-entry models. We favor the modified version of the model, as
it incorporates the limited LZ division that has been routinely observed in vivo.
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Figure 12.4

Figure 12.4: The sensitivity of GC B-cell inter-zonal crossing to changes in
parameters. Lymphocyte tracks are not constrained by an imaging window and
span the entire GC. Each analysis was for 30 min and was performed in triplicate
from independent GC simulations (error bars indicate SEM). (A) The crossing
frequency of GC B-cells (n=~3000-5000) over varying cell cycle lengths. For
each cell cycle length analyzed, equal time is spent as a centroblast and
centrocyte. (B) The percentage of centroblasts that remain in the LZ for cell
division, rather than crossing into the DZ, is varied and the effect this has on the
crossing frequency is determined (n=~5500). 0% centroblast division in the LZ
represents the traditional cyclic re-entry GC model, and crossing rates are
compatible with previously published estimates (Hauser et al., 2007a). (Full
comparison to previous estimates requires a 60 min imaging session and a
crossing frequency derived directly from agent state changes.)
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Section IV: Discussion
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The main conclusion of this thesis is the demonstration, through a
simulation model, that chemotaxis-driven competition for space in the densely
packed environment of the GC is sufficient to generate accurate GC dynamics at
both the macro (structure that is both anatomically and dynamically accurate)
and single cell (movement behavior including “persistent random walk” and interzonal crossing) levels. In our simulation, all of these behaviors are emergent
based solely on known chemotaxis mechanisms without recourse to any preprogramming of cell movement behavior or the invocation of new, complex
chemotaxis mechanisms. Furthermore, we show that all the experimental data
are fully consistent with our “modified cyclic re-entry” model of GC dynamics.
This is the same as the traditional version, where GC cells cycle back and forth
between a functionally distinct LZ (selection) and DZ (proliferation), with the
addition that a small fraction of centroblasts are allowed to stay and divide in the
LZ. This modification was included to be consistent with published observations.

Lymphocyte population dynamics
The PathSim2 framework generates ~84% of the lymphocytes in the
human body and recapitulates basic peripheral lymphocyte population dynamics.
The lymphatic system pool contains the majority, accounting for ~63% of total
lymphocytes. This pool represents all of the secondary lymphoid organs and
includes the spleen, gut (e.g., Peyer’s patches and lamina propria) and all
peripheral lymph nodes. The composition of the lymph system in PathSim2 was
modeled after that of a peripheral lymph node, the largest component of this
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pool. In doing so, we have ignored some notable populations of lymphocytes,
such the marginal zone B-cells of the spleen and B1 B-cells. This decision was
made for simplicity, keeping in mind the dynamics we are currently interested in
recapitulating. This is an example of one of the many decisions a modeler must
confront when developing a simulation of a biological system. Another example is
the choice to ignore the ~14% of lymphocytes residing in non-lymphoid organs.
In constructing a model, it is very easy to get overwhelmed trying to add
biological detail, to the point where one can get side-tracked from the real
questions that need to be addressed. There is a fine balance between model
simplification and sufficient biological detail, and a large part of building a
successful simulation is learning how to best manage this proportion. Within the
pools, our main goal was to generate physiologically sized lymphocyte
populations that are available to enter represented lymphatic tissue. Thus, the
pools primary function is to serve as reservoirs for these large populations of
lymphocytes.
PathSim2 recapitulates peripheral homeostatic dynamics of both B- and Tcell populations within the blood and lymphatic system pools. More importantly,
as the simulation progresses, homeostasis is maintained. This is achieved by
using simplified models of both B- and T-cell development and survival. These
models invoke competition for limited resources, which accurately represents
known biological mechanisms. Although it is not surprising that these
encapsulated models produce the desired results, it is extremely important. While
the focus of PathSim2 is to study cellular interactions in lymphatic tissue, these
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interactions are influenced by the global dynamics of the entire immune system.
The simulated lymphatic tissue is populated by lymphocytes from the blood and
lymphatic system pools, and thus global population dynamics can influence
lymphocytes within the tissue. This is especially crucial when simulating long
periods of time (e.g., EBV persistence over a period of years). Therefore,
recapitulation of basic peripheral lymphocyte homeostasis was an essential
accomplishment of our simulation.
We chose this feedback model of naive B-cell homeostasis because it
reproduces the key features of in vivo homeostasis. These include the largely
unused transitional B-cell population and competition for survival among naive Bcells. The long-term goal of PathSim2 is to investigate the dynamics of EBV
infection and persistence. As EBV directly infects and activates naive B-cells in
the tonsil, there exists the potential for a significant loss of tonsillar naive B-cells
during conditions of overwhelming acute infection. To accurately study this, we
were interested in reproducing the large reservoir of transitional B-cells that are
available to replenish the naive B-cell compartment, serving as a buffer if
needed. Indeed, we show that these dynamics work as intended and transitional
B-cells are capable of replenishing the naive compartment in ~5-8 days,
reproducing what is seen in vivo.
Among the naive B-cells, competition for access to ‘B-Keep-Alive’ is
reminiscent of normal naive population dynamics (competition for BLyS).
Although this model produces desired homeostatic dynamics, it is important to
note that there are other models that would achieve similar dynamics. However,
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a detailed examination of the specific mechanisms driving homeostasis is not our
immediate interest. Our long-term purpose is to model lymphocyte homeostasis
as a platform for investigating EBV. If, over time, it becomes clear that there is a
shortcoming in our simulation that tracks back to this simplification, it is possible
to modify the model.
Memory B-cells exist within the pools and, aside from homeostatic
proliferation, there is no new input into this compartment. The rate of homeostatic
proliferation is programmed to reproduce the population doubling-time that has
been observed in vivo (~26 days). It has previously been suggested that this
phenomenon is the source of short-lived plasma cells and is involved in the
maintenance of serological memory (Bernasconi et al., 2002; Lanzavecchia et
al., 2006). We tested this hypothesis with a very simple model that assumes that
homeostatic proliferation results in one memory B-cell and one short-lived
plasma cell. Interestingly, after programming only the known rate of homeostatic
proliferation and the lifespan of short-lived plasma cells, the simulation generates
a stable short-lived plasma cell population that was precisely within the range
observed in vivo (~2% of the peripheral B-cell population).
While physiologically representative, the simple models we have
described for lymphocyte homeostasis are not explanatory of underlying
biological behavior and should not be confused with the model of emergent GC
B-cell movement that is the focus of this thesis. In the GC we have developed
and tested a model by observing emergent movement behavior and compared it
to the same behavior observed experimentally. Specifically, we proposed a
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theory to explain the origins of the experimentally observed “persistent random
walk”, performed simulated experiments to test this theory, and confirmed that
this model is consistent with in vivo results.

GC dynamics
Intra-vital microscopy is extremely challenging to perform, with significant
technical limitations that could potentially engender artifacts. Indeed, after
normalizing the in vivo data to common experimental conditions (i.e., imaging
window dimensions, sampling time and the minimum track length), we were able
to determine that the three groups differed slightly in the reported observed
velocity of GC B-cells, with Hauser et al. reporting the slowest cells. This lower
velocity also resulted in a decreased displacement rate, relative to the other
groups. However, despite these minor differences, the remaining motility
measurements appeared to be qualitatively similar. While it is not entirely clear,
the differences in velocity may be attributed to additional unique experimental
conditions (i.e., preparation of imaged lymph node, microscope resolution,
transgenic GC B-cell antigen affinity, mouse model, etc.), in addition to intrinsic
error associated with track reconstruction (discussed further below). In any case,
after adjusting for velocity, it was striking that the movement behavior predicted
by our model matched the experimental observations from three separate
experimental groups so precisely. This includes both the “persistent random
walk” behavior as well as a full range of common measured motility parameters.
Thus, in addition to regulating GC anatomy, chemotaxis within a dense cellular
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environment is also sufficient to recapitulate the complete motility behavior of GC
B-cells as seen in the experimental data. This is a strong endorsement of the
quality and validity of the experimental studies, as well as the robustness of our
simulation.
Despite displaying qualitatively similar distributions, simulation and paired
experimental data proved to be significantly different when analyzed by a
standard non-parametric statistical test (two-sample K-S test). However, when
comparing populations with large sizes (such as the simulation data) to much
smaller populations (in vivo data), any minor disparity between the distributions
will prove to be significantly different; thus, these results weren’t surprising.
Furthermore, standard statistical tests are designed to prove that two data sets
come from different distributions. As we are trying to show that simulation and
experimental data are similar, normal comparative analyses are not appropriate.
Visual comparison of the box plot motility data confirms that, for the most part,
simulation output qualitatively matches experimental data.
In order to further demonstrate this, we plotted all of the motility output as
cumulative distribution functions (CDFs). CDFs are a useful way of looking at the
spread of data within a set of measurements. A CDF plots the cumulative
probability that a random sample will fall within a given measurement range.
Thus, comparing the shape of CDFs from different data sets can serve as
another measurement of similarity. As before, visual inspection of the CDFs
indicates that simulation output closely matches experimental data. Importantly,
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the simulation output falls within the range of variation as defined by the
experimental data.
Overall, simulation output matched that of Allen et al. and Schwickert et al.
very closely, for all measures of motility. Additionally, the simulation output was in
agreement with motility derived from the Hauser et al. data, including “persistent
random walk” behavior. However, two measurements of motility displayed some
notable differences. These include the distributions of average instantaneous
velocity and turning angle. The cause of these differences is not entirely clear.
However, it is interesting that turning angle of the Hauser et al. data is skewed
towards high turning angles. Larger (wider) turning angles are indicative of
random movement, while smaller (sharper) turns suggest a more directed path
(Beltman et al., 2009). In their original analysis, Hauser et al. concluded that the
motile population of GC B-cells displayed a more directed behavior when
compared to the stationary GC B-cell and naive B-cell populations. While we did
not explicitly separate the Hauser et al. GC B-cells into motile and stationary
groups, our analysis suggests that the total population is quite motile and
displays behavior consistent with “persistent random walk”.
The competition for both antigen and T-cell help have long been
recognized as critical issues in GC development. Here we have identified and
highlighted a third crucial issue that has been underemphasized, namely
chemotaxis-driven competition for space. Perhaps the most important functional
insight derived from our study is recognizing that chemotaxis in vivo functions in
an environment that is densely packed with cells. It is this interplay of chemotaxis
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and competition for limited space that generates all the complex and biologically
accurate cell movement behaviors described here. In the absence of this dense
packing, cells simply migrate up the chemokine gradient and collect around the
originating site of the chemokine. In the crowded environment of the follicle,
however, a lymphocyte cannot simply move along a chemokine gradient because
its path is impeded by other lymphocytes competing for the same chemokine.
Lymphocytes, like their real life counterparts, are incompressible, i.e. in response
to external pressure their volume remains constant, although they can change
shape (Figure 9.3B-D).
One major achievement of our study is that for the first time we provide an
explanation for the underlying mechanism driving the previously unexplained,
complex motion termed “persistent random walk”. This behavior has reproducibly
been observed by investigators who have performed intra-viral microscopy on
both B- and T-cells within lymphatic tissue. A recent study by Beltman et al.
investigated the influence that a dense cellular environment has on lymphocyte
movement, and explored its role in generating “persistent random walk” behavior
(Beltman et al., 2007). These authors developed a computer simulation and
explored the movement of T-cells within the extra-follicular region of a lymph
node. They concluded that the constrained movement of T-cells in this dense
environment was sufficient to generate both the observed short-term persistence
and long-term random behavior seen in vivo.
While intriguing, these results fail to be entirely informative biologically
because the authors have pre-programmed in T-cell movement behavior. T-cells
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were programmed to move in a random direction, with a fast velocity (matching
physiological speeds). T-cells move in a target direction for a defined persistence
time. In their model, T-cells will continue to move in the same direction until they
encounter an obstacle in their path. When trying to move around another cell,
turns are allowed, but restricted to lie within a physiological range (i.e., T-cells
don’t normally make abrupt 180° turns). To best match observed “persistent
random walk” behavior, the authors found that a persistence time of 15-20 sec is
required. There was no biological rationale for this decision; it simply produced
the best results. Interestingly, their model was very sensitive to the persistence
time, and times outside of 15-20 sec generated results incompatible with
experimental data. While our model also has a persistence time programmed in,
this was chosen based on published data and approximates how long it takes a
lymphocyte to re-orient in response to a new chemokine gradient (~1-2 min).
Furthermore, in contrast to the model by Beltman et al., our model does not
require this specific persistence time. In fact, we have decreased this parameter
substantially (down to ~15-45 sec) and observed no difference in movement
behavior (data not shown).
Finally, in the model by Beltman et al., while high cellular density does
dictate a T-cell’s turning behavior, this is primarily accomplished by cells acting
as obstacles that impede movement. While their model does attempt to model
the externally imposed forces that would result from the movement of
neighboring cells in a dense environment, all cell movement behavior is
essentially programmed into the simulation. In our simulation, lymphocyte
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movement is emergent and directed by following chemokine gradients, provided
there is sufficient room and subject only to the constraint imposed by their
incompressibility. Combined with incompressibility, the major component
regulating lymphocyte movement comes from the external forces imposed by
other lymphocytes as they compete for space while attempting to move up the
chemokine gradient. As a consequence, the impact of movement by each
lymphocyte ripples out through the surrounding cells and ultimately affects the
entire population. The sum of these interactions (local forces) determines the
overall movement of lymphocytes in response to a chemokine. It is this
fundamentally simple mechanism that produces, and is essential for, the
emergent, complex, global movement behaviors that accurately replicate the GC
at the macro and single cell levels. New, non-trivial computational methods had
to be developed to solve this movement problem (computational manuscript is
currently in preparation by our collaborators).
Another recent study by Figge et al. investigated the role of chemotaxis in
generating a persistent random walk (Figge et al., 2008). These authors
designed a simulation that would directly mimic behavior observed in vivo, rather
than explaining underlying mechanics. As such, cells were pre-programmed to
undergo “persistent random walk” behavior by default, prior to the imposition of
chemotaxis. However, this produces an essentially irreconcilable conflict
between the directionality of chemokine driven movement and the random
component of “persistent random walk”. Not surprisingly, in order to reconcile this
conflict and see the pre-programmed “persistent random walk” it was necessary
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to weaken or even transiently turn off the chemotaxis response. In essence,
“persistent random walk” was an assumed property of the cells and therefore no
mechanistic insight was provided as to its origin. In our simulation, “persistent
random walk” was not pre-programmed but emerges from already experimentally
established cellular chemotaxis mechanisms applied to our simple underlying
movement model as described above. Thus, lymphocytes always try to migrate
towards the maximum chemokine concentration. As they attempt to move
through tissue, their passage is impeded by the presence of neighboring cells,
resulting in interdependent constraints on the movement path. The “persistent
random walk” behavior then emerges from the multiplicity of these simple
movement rules when we enforce the incompressibility of cells in a complex,
densely packed environment that accurately reflects the GC.
In the study by Figge et al., they used chemotaxis to reproduce in vivo
movement dynamics at the macro and single cell levels. However, unlike
PathSim2, these authors needed to employ a lattice that was sparsely populated
(a maximum of ~10% occupancy). This is not what is seen in vivo where GCs are
densely packed with cells. This became necessary in order to facilitate the free
movement of cells because chemotaxis was imposed on pre-programmed
“persistent random walk” movement behavior (see above). Furthermore, as the
cell density in their model approaches physiological levels, i.e. the densely
packed environment of a true GC, the inherent conflict emerges and the model
breaks down. Thus, the cells do not behave in the experimentally observed
fashion when the GC lattice is populated at a physiologically correct density. The
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sparsely populated environment also produces another conflict, namely that cells
are free to move unimpeded and so will cluster around a chemokine source. To
resolve this dilemma and derive correct macro and single cell behavior, Figge et
al. had to invoke a complex chemotaxis behavior that relies on “transient
responsiveness” and “desensitization”; otherwise “chemotaxis would get into
conflict with experimentally observed motility data.” However, from our work we
can conclude that it is only necessary to invoke these amendments because they
have

imposed

chemotaxis

on

pre-programmed

movement

behavior

(“experimentally observed motility data”), rather than allowing movement
behavior to emerge from fundamental mechanisms as we have done here. We
have shown that under the physiological conditions of a densely packed
environment, not only is basic chemotaxis-driven competition sufficient to
produce correct anatomy, it also produces all known moment behavior including
“persistent random walk”, i.e. it is not necessary to pre-program this behavior.
Indeed, rather than being a confounding issue, in our model the densely packed
environment is essential for these behaviors to emerge.
Our model does not explicitly include all the details of lymphocyte
movement observed in vivo. For example, Bajenoff et al. has demonstrated that
B- and T-cells move throughout lymphatic tissue in close association with stromal
networks (FDC, FRC), and cell turns correspond with branch points in the
network (Bajenoff et al., 2006). They concluded that observed behavior
(“persistent random walk”) is a consequence of movement down a randomly
structured stromal network. However, we were able to generate similar dynamics
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without the explicit inclusion of migration on the stromal network. While stromal
cells may serve as tracks on which lymphocytes travel, we propose that branch
points alone do not account for the observed movement behavior, as cells don’t
always turn at each stromal network intersection. The resolution of this apparent
conflict lies in the fact that within lymphatic tissue the stroma extends out in a
dense three-dimensional network, providing the potential for a cell to travel in a
full range of directions at all times, and that chemokine cues guide the actual
direction of motion and turning behavior. We provide the first explanation of the
mechanism that may control the direction a cell will chose to turn after reaching a
stromal network junction. Thus, our model proposes that it is the response to
local fluctuations in chemokine gradients that ultimately steers lymphocyte
movement, and in the context of a crowded environment this is sufficient to
explain the “persistent random walk” behavior observed in vivo.
It can be challenging to directly compare and reconcile data from different
experimental groups. An example is trying to compare in vivo measurements of
inter-zonal migration when different criteria were used to determine crossing.
Because of the generosity of all three research groups in providing access to
their experimental data, we were able to re-analyze all of the in vivo data for
inter-zonal crossing. We concluded that all of the data are compatible with the
“modified cyclic re-entry” model we have proposed here. Furthermore, we believe
that the stringent crossing method of Allen et al. is the more reliable method used
because it requires cells to cross a clearly defined boundary between zones.
When comparing the observed crossing rates using either a 20 µm or 0 µm
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boundary it appeared that the less restrictive, 0 µm boundary was subject to an
increased amount of false positives (as indicated by our re-analysis of the
Schwickert et al. cell tracks). Without the use of a boundary, it is difficult to
distinguish true inter-zonal crossing from tracks that simply meander back and
forth across the estimated LZ/DZ interface as the result of random local
movement. In our simulations, all of the reported predicted crossings represent
true zonal exchange in our model. (There is no error associated with crossing
predicted by the simulation, and all crossing tracks were undergoing inter-zonal
migration as specified by our model.) Applying the stringent 20 µm boundary to
the Schwickert et al. data sets produced inter-zonal crossing rates comparable to
those predicted by the simulation. It is worth noting that a recent follow-up from
this same research group determined inter-zonal crossing using new, quantitative
methods and reported crossing frequencies that precisely match those predicted
by our simulation (Victora et al., 2010). This work serves as both a strong
validation of our simulation and of the existence of cyclic re-entry dynamics in
vivo.
When we applied the 20 µm boundary to the Hauser et al. data set,
however, we did not detect any crossing. There are several possible reasons for
this. It could simply be due to variation in sampling between GCs, since this data
set is comprised of tracks from a single GC and the predicted number of crossing
events is very low. Since the number is so low, any combination of technical
effects could combine to militate against detecting them. For example, the
simulation predicts that in vivo data preferentially under-represents longer track
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lengths (presumably for technical reasons related to track reconstruction, etc.)
(Figure 12.3). Since we expect that crossing events are in the longer category,
many will be missed. Furthermore, these investigators used the thinnest imaging
window and, as shown in Figure 12.2, the observed crossing rates will be underrepresented in very narrow windows. This is, in part, due to the difficulty in
correctly aligning the window and the reduced likelihood of a crossing track
remaining within the window while crossing the 20 µm boundary zone. Further
reduction in the percentage of tracks identified as crossing occurs because, over
the course of an imaging session, a single cell may exit and re-enter the window.
This will cause multiple tracks to become associated with the same cell. This is
demonstrated by using our simulation to calculate the ratio of tracks to unique
cells for each window depth. This is more pronounced in smaller imaging
windows as used by Hauser et al. (track/cell ratio ~1.45 for a 30 µm window,
~1.30 for a 50 µm window and ~1.15 for a 108 µm window). Thus, the total
number of apparent tracks observed will increase as the window becomes
narrower, causing the percentage of crossing tracks per total tracks to decrease.
In conclusion, we have constructed a GC simulation that recapitulates the
anatomical structure of the GC and successfully predicts all of the observed cell
dynamics seen in vivo. We propose that this is fully consistent with a “modified
cyclic re-entry” model of GC behavior. Importantly, these behaviors are emergent
and result from the application of simple biological principles in a complex
environment. In principle these predictions are not limited to the GC, but may be
generalized to any biological system where cell populations, driven by
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chemotaxis in a confined environment, undergo complex patterns of cell
movement to produce defined anatomical structures.
Immediate work for the future includes expanding the single BTU into a
larger piece of lymphatic tissue with multiple GCs. This will allow us to explore
interactions and potential cross-talk between neighboring GCs, and involves
expansion in size of the detailed BTU mesh to allow for multiple GCs. The final
step is to create a whole tonsil, and subsequently the complete Waldeyer’s ring
comprised of multiple tonsils and adenoids, which requires ~105 BTUs in total
(Roughan et al., 2009). As mentioned previously, we plan to use this
infrastructure to explore the dynamics of EBV infection and persistence. During
persistent infection, only ~1-100 B cells replicate the virus at any one time
(Laichalk and Thorley-Lawson, 2005), thus we need to simulate the entire ring
with a complete set of GCs. However, the computational expense of the detailed
BTU model makes this unfeasible. Small increases in performance can be
achieved with multi-threaded and parallel programming strategies (Lee et al.,
2010a, b), but the number of cells to be modeled in a single BTU (~104-105) and
the maximum time-steps allowable (~0.25 minutes) make it impossible to
increase the code's performance by orders of magnitude. This necessitates the
development of new algorithmic approaches.
To accurately simulate Waldeyer’s ring, our collaborators will apply a
computational strategy they have used effectively in other complex simulation
environments (e.g., combustion (Veljkovic et al., 2003)) termed “the functional
database”. This approach allows the functional approximation of the effect of a
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complex process through the fast look-up and interpolation of previously
computed solutions. A functional database can accept a set of inputs (e.g.,
number of EBV-infected cells) then compute (or lookup from a table) a set of
outputs over time and produce those outputs (e.g., EBV-infected GC output). If a
process is determined to be "close enough" to a set of previously computed
solutions, the effect of this process can be interpolated from these solutions. If
the process is deemed not “close enough” the result is computed in detail and
added to the database. Based on their experience with other models (Veljkovic et
al., 2003), this approach is extremely efficient and should enable large simulation
speed ups of 5-6 orders of magnitude while maintaining accuracy.
We propose to develop a similar strategy to model the ~105 BTUs of
Waldeyer’s ring. So rather than computing the outcome for every GC given a set
of inputs, we query a database of previously computed outcomes. Building this
database involves running the individual GC model many times, with a wide
range of parameters that represent a reasonable range of inputs we believe any
GC will encounter. This approach will allow us to simulate the entire Waldeyer’s
ring in detail, and will facilitate investigation into the dynamics of EBV infection
and persistence.
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Appendix

These tables list and discuss relevant pool, agent and BTU parameters used in our model. Experimental references are
cited where applicable. Unless otherwise noted, the simulation used a default time-step of 10 sec.

Note on Class: Experimental (exp.) parameters are derived from personal/published measurements and are believed to
be accurate. Estimated (est.) parameters, while also taken from the literature, are approximated with less certainty.
Simulation (sim.) parameters are empirically determined to produce desired output.

Table I: Pool Parameters

Pool

Parameter

Value

Class

Notes

Lymph Pool

Volume of

~2 L

exp. (Freitas, 1999)

~2 L / day

exp. (Freitas, 1999)

circulating lymph
Rate of flow to
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the blood pool
Total

9

310 x 10

Lymphocytes

exp. (Blum and Pabst,
2007; Ganusov and De
Boer, 2007)

Total

% B-cells

Lymphocytes

(CD19+)
% T-cells

41

exp. (Battaglia et al., 2003)

Total lymphocyte frequencies are from a human
lymph node.

56

exp. (Battaglia et al., 2003)

% CD4 T-cells

48

exp. (Battaglia et al., 2003)

% CD8 T-cells

10

exp. (Battaglia et al., 2003)

% transitional

5-10

est.

(CD3+)

B-cells

There is minimal data available on the frequency of
B-cell sub-populations within typical human lymph
nodes. B-cell sub-populations are estimated. This
estimation takes into account the measured
frequencies in the tonsil and blood.

% naive

38-43

The naive B-cell frequency has been decreased

est.

relative to the blood, to account for an increased
presence of GC B-cells.
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% GC

15

est.

This is an estimate of the total frequency of GC Bcells in the lymphatic system. This value may be an
over-estimate, although as this GC cell population
is static in the lymph pool, this will have little
influence on the current model.

CD4 T-cells

% memory

35

est.

% plasma cell

2

est.

% naive

30

exp. (Battaglia et al., 2003;

T-cell sub-population frequencies represent

Biancotto et al., 2007)

average measurements from human lymph nodes.

exp. (Battaglia et al., 2003;

All T-cells that are not naive are assumed to be

Biancotto et al., 2007)

effector/memory.

% effector

70

/memory
CD8 T-cells

% naive

30

exp. (Battaglia et al., 2003;
Biancotto et al., 2007)

% effector

70

exp. (Battaglia et al., 2003;

/memory

Blood Pool

Biancotto et al., 2007)

Volume

~5.6 L

Total

10 x 10

exp. (Ganong, 2005)
9

exp. (Blum and Pabst,
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Lymphocytes

2007; Ganong, 2005;
Ganusov and De Boer,
2007)

Total

% B-cells

Lymphocytes

(CD19+)
% T-cells

12

75

(CD3+)
% CD4 T-cells

exp. (Battaglia et al., 2003;

All lymphocyte frequencies are from human blood,

Bisset et al., 2004)

and are within the range reported in the literature.

exp. (Battaglia et al., 2003;
Bisset et al., 2004)

50

exp. (Battaglia et al., 2003;
Bisset et al., 2004)

% CD8 T-cells

25

exp. (Battaglia et al., 2003;
Bisset et al., 2004)

B-cells

% transitional

5-10

exp. (Perez-Andres et al.,
2010)

% naive

50-55

exp. (Chong et al., 2005;
Klein et al., 1998; PerezAndres et al., 2010)

% memory

30 -40

exp. (Chong et al., 2005;
Klein et al., 1998; Perez-
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Andres et al., 2010)
% plasma cell

2

exp. (Perez-Andres et al.,
2010)

CD4 T-cells

% naive

30

exp. (Battaglia et al., 2003;
Bisset et al., 2004)

% effector

70

/memory
CD84 T-cells

% naive

30

exp. (Battaglia et al., 2003;

All T-cells that are not naive are assumed to be

Bisset et al., 2004)

effector/memory.

exp. (Battaglia et al., 2003;
Bisset et al., 2004)

% effector
/memory

70

exp. (Battaglia et al., 2003;
Bisset et al., 2004)
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Table II: BTU Parameters

Category

Parameter

Value

Class

Notes

Total

% B-cells

65

exp. (Bergler et al., 1999;

All lymphocyte frequencies are from human tonsils,

Lymphocytes

(CD19+)

Boyaka et al., 2000; van

and are within the range reported in the literature.

Laar et al., 2007)
% T-cells

30

(CD3+)

exp. (Bergler et al., 1999;

Note that the actual % of T-cells has been slightly

Boyaka et al., 2000)

increased in the BTU (Figure 9.4), to maintain a
packed cellular environment in the extra-follicular
region. This is necessary because there is only a
single GC in the BTU. A real tonsil is tightly packed
with GCs and contains less extra-follicular space.

% CD4 T-cells

24

exp. (Bergler et al., 1999;
Boyaka et al., 2000)

% CD8 T-cells

6

exp. (Bergler et al., 1999;
Boyaka et al., 2000)

B-cells

% naive

50

exp. (Laichalk and
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B-cell sub-populations represent average

Thorley-Lawson, 2005)

population sizes from human tonsils, as routinely
measured by our lab

% GC

24

exp. (Laichalk and
Thorley-Lawson, 2005)

% memory

24

exp. (Laichalk and
Thorley-Lawson, 2005)

% plasma cell

2

exp. (Laichalk and
Thorley-Lawson, 2005;
Medina et al., 2007; van
Laar et al., 2007)

CD4 T-cells

% naive

30

exp. (Bergler et al., 1999)

All T-cells that are not naive are assumed to be
effector/memory.

% effector

70

exp. (Bergler et al., 1999)

% naive

30

exp. (Bergler et al., 1999)

% effector

70

exp. (Bergler et al., 1999)

/memory
CD8 T-cells

/memory
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BTU

element

31.75 µm (l)

dimensions

x 31.75 µm

sim.

(w) x 31.75
µm (h)
3

sim.

mesh

317.5 µm (l)

As the mesh is comprised of 31.75 µm , this

dimensions

x 317.5 µm

corresponds to 10 elements (l) x 10 elements (w) x

(w) x 603.25

19 elements (h).

µm (h)
follicle

An ellipsoid

sim.

This follicle dimension was chosen to hold a

dimensions

with an

mature GC, including the MZ. The MZ sits at the

equatorial

edge of the follicle, pushed up against the extra-

radius of

follicular region.

~150 µm
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Table III: Agent Parameters

Lymphocyte

Parameter

Value

Class

Notes

diameter

7 µm

exp.

All agent diameters are estimated based on

B-cell
Transitional

measurements from our lab and are consistent with
published values. Varying agent diameters, based on
the range in published literature, does not affect
simulation behavior, with the exception of the number
of agents that can fit in an element.
daily output

5-10 % of

exp. (Allman et al.,

This parameter controls the output of

from the bone

peripheral

1993; Bazin et al.,

immature/transitional B-cells from the bone marrow.

marrow

blood B-cells

1985; Opstelten and
Osmond, 1983)

transitional ->

1-3 % of total

exp. (Allman et al.,

This rate is directly controlled by the level of ‘B-Make-

naive

naive

2001; Allman et al.,

Mature’ present in the simulation. It is set to match

development

population /

1993)

experimental observations. As naive B-cells are under
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day

homeostasis, this value can also be thought of as the
death rate of the naive B-cell population.

lifespan

population half-

3 days

2 days

life (in vivo)

Naive

exp. (Allman et al.,

This parameter controls the lifespan of transitional B-

1993; MacLennan,

cells. Unless selected into the naive compartment, they

1998)

will die.

exp. (Janeway et al.,

Population half-life emerges as a result of transitional

2005; MacLennan,

death rate and loss due to naive development, and is

1998)

within the biological range.

diameter

7 µm

exp.

lifespan

~ 3 days

est. (Do et al., 2000)

This parameter represents average lifespan in the

(absence of

absence of BLyS, in vitro. If a naive B-cell does not

stimulus)

bind ‘B-Keep-Alive’ within this time frame, it will die.

population half-

3-8 weeks

life (in vivo)

exp. (Forster and

Population half-life emerges as a result of naive death

Rajewsky, 1990;

rate.

Macallan et al., 2005;
MacLennan, 1998)
chemotaxis naive follicle

-1

17 µm min

est. (Allen et al.,

This parameter describes chemotaxis driven speed, but

2007b)

encapsulates both innate velocity and an agent’s
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(CXCL13)

competitive fitness (see text). Agent chemotaxis
parameters were set, such that the resulting observed
velocity was comparable to in vivo measurements.

chemotaxis -

-1

8.5 µm min

sim.

A low chemotaxis parameter within a GC reflects the

GC (CXCL13)

inability of naive B-cells to efficiently compete for space
within an activated follicle. See Figure 10.6 for the
effect that varying this parameter relative to GC B-cells
has on GC architecture.

time in LN

18 hr (±6 hr)

(responsive to

exp. (Schwab and

Lymphocyte retention time in the BTU is within the

Cyster, 2007)

range of published estimates (12-24 hr).

est. (Koopman et al.,

This reflects the observation that GC B-cells quickly

1994; Lindhout et al.,

undergo apoptosis in vitro, and that this can be

1993; Liu et al., 1989)

rescued by culturing with FDCs. In our model at

CXCL13)
All GC B-cells

survival outside
of FDC network

~1 hr

homeostasis, death of GC B-cells is entirely due to
failure to receive positive selection. Thus, while this
parameter serves as an upper limit to GC growth, it
does not contribute to GC homeostasis.
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GC Founder B-

diameter

10 µm

exp.

# of GC

3

exp. (Jacob et al.,

This parameter controls the initial number of GC

Founder B-

1991a; Kroese et al.,

founder B-cells that seed the GC and initiate the GCR.

Cells

1987; Liu et al.,

Cell

1991b)
division time

6 hr (±1 hr)

exp. (Liu et al.,

This parameter determines the division time of GC

1991b)

founder B-cells during the initial expansion phase of
the GCR.

exp. (Jacob et al.,

This parameter controls the duration of GC founder B-

expansion

1991a; Liu et al.,

cell proliferation. Centrocytes exit the expansion phase

phase

1991b)

during a 6 hr window to minimize the synchronization of

Length of

69-75 hr

GC B-cell populations.
GC B-cell

average cell
cycle time

~10 hr

exp. (Allen et al.,

This parameter represents the average time it takes a

2007b; Hauser et al.,

GC B-cell to complete the cell cycle. As different values

2007a)

have been reported in the literature, we have
determined the effect that varying this parameter has
on output (see Figure 12.4A).
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-1

chemotaxis

17 µm min

exp. (Allen et al.,

This parameter was fit to best match the “persistent

parameter –

(simulation

2007b)

random walk” dynamics of the Allen et al. experimental

speed (Allen et

default)

data, based on the differences in observed GC B-cell

al.)

velocity between experimental data (see text). See
Figure 11.12 for the effect that varying this parameter
has on motility output.

chemotaxis

-1

13 µm min

parameter –

exp. (Schwickert et

This parameter was fit to best match the “persistent

al., 2007)

random walk” dynamics of the Schwickert et al.

speed

experimental data, based on the differences in

(Schwickert et

observed GC B-cell velocity between experimental data

al.)

(see text). See Figure 11.12 for the effect that varying
this parameter has on motility output.

chemotaxis
parameter –

-1

8.5 µm min

exp. (Hauser et al.,

This parameter was fit to best match the “persistent

2007a)

random walk” dynamics of the Hauser et al.

speed (Hauser

experimental data, based on the differences in

et al.)

observed GC B-cell velocity between experimental data
(see text). See Figure 11.12 for the effect that varying
this parameter has on motility output.
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Centroblast

diameter

10 µm

exp.

chemotaxis

CXCL12

exp. (Allen et al.,

Centroblasts, while still able to respond to CXCL13,

parameter –

2004; Victora et al.,

preferentially respond to CXCL12.

specificity

2010)

division time

Centrocyte

5 hr (±1 hr)

exp. (Allen et al.,

This parameter was chosen as an average of available

2007b; Hauser et al.,

in vivo measurements. See Figure 12.4A for the effect

2007a)

that varying this parameter has on output.

diameter

8 µm

exp.

chemotaxis –

CXCL13

exp. (Allen et al.,

specificity

Centrocytes specifically respond to CXCL13.

2004; Victora et al.,
2010)
exp. (Allen et al.,

This parameter represents the average time it takes a

positive

2007b; Hauser et al.,

centrocyte to receive positive selection and initiate

selection in the

2007a)

division, completing the cell cycle. See Figure 12.4A for

length of

~ 5 hr (±1 hr)

the effect that varying this parameter has on output.

LZ
amount of

1.0 unit of

FDC-antigen

FDC-antigen

Centrocytes must see 1.0 unit of FDC-antigen to

sim.

become positively selected. This parameter was

required for

arbitrarily set to 1.0. The rate and extent of positive
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positive

selection is controlled by the rate of FDC-antigen

selection

production by LZ FDCs (see below).

probability of

pCB = 0.8

recycling to

exp. (Meyer-

The parameter determines the probability of a selected

Hermann et al., 2001)

centrocyte recycling back into a centroblast, rather than

centroblast

leaving the GC as non-specified output. This parameter

(pCB)

has been previously determined by mathematical
modeling.

probability of

pLZ = 0.2

est. (Allen et al.,

Based on in vivo measurements, we estimated ~20%

remaining in

2007b; Hauser et al.,

of centrocytes remain in the LZ while undergoing cell

the LZ for

2007a; Victora et al.,

division. As this was a rough approximation, we have

centroblast

2010)

determined the effect that varying this parameter has

division (pLZ)
Memory

(see Figure 12.4B).

diameter

8 µm

exp.

rate of

40 days (±10

exp. (Macallan et al.,

This parameter controls the rate of homeostatic

homeostatic

days)

2005; Wirths and

division, which results in the production of one memory

Lanzavecchia, 2005)

B-cell and one plasma cell. This value reproduces the

division

experimentally observed rate of ~2%/day.
population

~ 26 days

exp. (Macallan et al.,
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This parameter is based on the experimentally derived

doubling-time

2005)

doubling-time calculated from glucose labeling
experiments in humans. Population doubling-time can
be thought of as the opposite of a half-life. This
parameter emerges from the programmed rate of
homeostatic division.

Plasma

diameter

12 µm

exp.

lifespan

3 days (±0.5

exp. (Ho et al., 1986;

This parameter controls the lifespan of short-lived -

day)

Smith et al., 1996)

plasma cells.

18 hr (±6 hr)

exp. (Schwab and

T-cell
all T-cells

time in LN
(responsive to

Cyster, 2007)

CCL21)
chemotaxis

-1

17 µm min

parameter

est. (Miller et al.,

Aside from follicular T-helpers, all T-cells in the model

2002)

are responsive to CCL21.

(CCL21)
naive CD4

diameter

7 µm

exp.
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daily output

0.32% of total

exp. (Arron et al.,

The parameter controls the production of naive CD4 T-

from the bone

CD4 T-cells

2005)

cells and their output from the bone marrow. It is based

marrow

on experimentally derived output from an adolescent

(thymus)

primate model.

lifespan

15 days (±1

sim.

This parameter was tuned to reproduce an

day)

experimentally observed population half-life.

population half-

~ 120 – 180

(Borghans and de

This parameter is based on a wide range of published

life

days

Boer, 2007)

estimated half-lives of T-cell sub-populations from
healthy humans. In the simulation, this parameter
emerges as a result of the death rate.

follicular T-

diameter

8 µm

exp.

chemotaxis

17 µm min

parameter

(simulation

cells. This is required to allow both follicular T-helpers

(CXCL13)

default)

and GC B-cells to compete for the same limited space

helper
-1

This parameter was set to match the speed of GC B-

sim.

in the follicle. This parameter was decreased along with
the speed of GC B-cells when matching experimental
data.
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# of follicular T-

~ 500 (~5%

exp. (Allen et al.,

In vivo estimates of # of follicular T-helpers range from

helpers in

total GC)

2007a; Arnold et al.,

5-20% of total GC.

mature GC

2007; Haynes et al.,
2007; Kelsoe, 1996)

CD4 effector/

diameter

8 µm

exp.

diameter

7 µm

exp.

daily output

0.21% total

exp. (Arron et al.,

The parameter controls the production of naive CD8 T-

from the

CD8 T-cells

2005)

cells and their output from the bone marrow. It is based

memory
naive CD8

on experimentally derived output from an adolescent

thymus

primate model.
lifespan

14 days (±1

sim.

This parameter was tuned to reproduce an

day)

experimentally observed population half-life.

population half-

~ 130 – 200

(Borghans and de

This parameter is based on a wide range of published

life

days

Boer, 2007)

estimated half-lives of T-cell sub-populations from
healthy humans. In the simulation, this parameter
emerges as a result of the lifespan and death rate.

CD8 effector/

diameter

8 µm

exp.
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memory

Stromal
Network
All stromal cells

# of stromal

8

sim.

This is a simulation parameter used to distribute

cells in each

stromal cells throughout each element. They should not

element

be thought of as individual FDCs, but rather a
continuous network.

total space

25 %

occupied in

est. (Bajenoff et al.,

This parameter is an estimation of space occupied by

2006)

the stromal network within an intact lymph node. All

each element

stromal cells are assumed to occupy the same amount

by stromal cells

of space.

production of

1e5 cytokine

stromal

molecules min

Stromal cell chemokine production is regulated by a

sim.
-1

negative feedback loop. Production is empirically set to

chemokines

generate a locally fluctuating cytokine gradient (see

(CXCL13/12/21

text).

)
max. free

0.9e5 cytokine

sim.

This parameter sets the maximum threshold that turns
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cytokine

off cytokine production by stromal cells within an

molecules

threshold

element.

min. free

0.65e5 cytokine

cytokine

molecules

sim.

This parameter sets the minimum threshold that turns
on cytokine production by stromal cells within an
element.

threshold
target

~35 ng/mL

4

At this concentration, effectively 10 chemokine

sim.

chemokine

receptors are bound on each lymphocyte within the

concentration

densely packed BTU. This concentration will be

(free

significantly lower than that measured in vivo, as it

chemokine in

refers only to free cytokine in solution.

solution)
LZ FDCs

total LZ FDCs

1260

sim.

Activation of the FDC network induces differentiation of
LZ and DZ FDCs. The LZ size is influenced by the
space needed for the DZ (see below).

rate of FDC-

0.0125 units of

presented

antigen min

sim.

This parameter controls the rate and extent of positive

-1

selection within the LZ. This encapsulates both

antigen

successful interaction with antigen and sufficient T-cell

(positive

help. Centrocytes not selected die via apoptosis. The
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selection)

value was empirically determined to produce stable GC
populations at equilibrium. Higher values will result in
increased GC B-cell death, as cells than cannot fit in
the follicle die via apoptosis. Our default value ensures
that all GC B-cell death results from a failure to receive
positive selection, and no cells are dying from lack of
space in the follicle.

DZ FDCs

total DZ FDCs

884

sim.

Activation of the FDC network induces differentiation of
LZ and DZ FDCs. The size of the DZ is set based on
the number of centroblasts at equilibrium.

Chemokine
chemokine
diffusion

2

-1

1000 µm min

exp. (Berg, 1983;

This parameter is derived by: 1) assuming a chemokine

Young et al., 1980)

size of ~10 kDa, 2) approximating the effective

coefficient

diameter to be ~0.1 µm, 3) using the viscosity of water,
4) using a standard formula for the translational
diffusion coefficient (Berg, 1983). This parameter is
within the range of previously published values (Young
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et al., 1980).
surface

1/3

This parameter controls chemokine turnover on an

sim.

chemokine

agent’s surface, which influences the agent’s target

internalized /

direction. This is a rough approximation representing

min

receptor-mediated chemokine internalization, and not
based on a specific published estimate.

Lymphocyte

1-2 min

exp. (Gerisch and

This parameter reflects the average length of time

persistence

Keller, 1981;

required for an immune cell to re-orient itself in

time

Zigmond et al., 1981)

response to a new chemokine gradient (in vitro
experiment).

Max. aspect

8.0

This parameter controls a lymphocyte’s shape changes

sim.

ratio of

during movement, where aspect ratio of a lymphocyte

lymphocyte

is defined as longest dimension / smallest dimension.

during

This is an approximation of cell flexibility during

movement

movement. An agent’s ability to change aspect ratio (as
depicted in Figure 9.3) is the essential component of
the novel flow computations that allows agents to
efficiently move through the tissue and around other
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agents. However, in our model, the actual magnitude of
the aspect ratio is less important, as similar movement
results are seen with lower aspect ratios.
Chemokine

0.175 /

“eating” rate

lymphocyte

Within each element, chemokine is “eaten”

sim.

(internalized) by lymphocytes that are specific for it.
-1

The exact number of chemokine molecules “eaten” is

volume min

further influenced by the lymphocyte density within
each element. This parameter was empirically
determined to produce physiological chemokine
gradients.
Within each element, chemokine is non-specifically

Chemokine

0.2 *

non-specific

Chemokine

degraded by all agents (including inert agents) not

degradation

“eating” rate

specific for it. This encapsulation represents non-

sim.

specific degradation within tissue. This parameter was
empirically determined to produce physiological
chemokine gradients.

GC

Total GC cells

4

~10

exp. (Jacob et al.,
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This estimate is for an average mouse GC, to which we

GC Diameter

~240 µm

1991a; Liu et al.,

are directly comparing our data. By our own labs

1991b; MacLennan,

estimates, this size GC is small but within the range of

1994)

human tonsillar GCs.

exp. (Allen et al.,

This is the observed diameter of a mature GC in

2007b; Hauser et al.,

PathSim2. It is a result of the total GC-cells, and not

2007a; Schwickert et

predetermined. This measurement is consistent with

al., 2007)

published values.
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